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ABSTRACT

PROBLEMS

The recent widespread, markedly increased use of radia-
tion transport codes has produced greater user and insti-
tutional demand for assurance that such codes give correct
results. Responding to these pressing requirements for code
validation, the general purpose Monte Carlo transport code
MCNP has been tested on six different photon problem fami-
lies. MCNP was used to simulate these six sets numerically.
Results for each were compared to the set’s analytical or
experimental data. MCNP successfully predicted the ana-
lytical or experimental results of all six families within the

statistical uncertainty inherent in the Monte Carlo method.
mom this we conclude that MCNP can accurately model a
broad spectrum of photon transport ‘problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Importance and Uses of Benchmarks

This report presentsa seriesof six MCNP analyticaland photon benchmarkfam-
ily calculationscontaininga total of sixteendifferentproblemsthat werecalculated

using MCNP version4 on the Cray Y-MP computer at Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory. MCNP1 is a generalpurpose Monte Carlo radiation transport code that

1 Judith F. Briesmeister, Editor, ‘hfCNP - A General Monte Carlo Code for Neutron and Photon ~ans-

port, Version 3A,” Los Alamos National Laboratory Report LA–7396-M, Rev. 2 (1986), p. iii.
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can numericallysimulateneutron,photon, and electron transport. It can solve 3-
D, time-dependent,continuousenergy rtiiation trmspoti problems and has been
adapted to operate in many differentcomputer systemsand environments.

The benchmarkingof radiation transport modeling codes has become increas-
ingly important, in pwt because the widespreaduse of such codes has prolifer-

ated dramatically in recent years. Increasingexperimentalcosts and decreasing
computationrdcosts are making numeric~ transport simulationmore attractive,
especia~y when experimentsmight otherwisehave to be conducted in hazardous

environments. Also, improved computational techniquesin these codes as weUas
fmter and better computersmde reli~ce upon numericalmodeling more feasible.

Accompanying the widespreadincreased use of radiation transport codes is a
greaterdemandfrom the usercommunityfor assurancethat the codes are accurate

for m broad a spectrum of problems as possible. In addition, regulatoryagencies
such as the DOE are insistingupon better code validation. Code quality control
may even become a legal issue. These user and institutionaldemands motivated
the calculationand compilationof the photon benchmarkspresentedhere. Neutron

benchmarkswill soon foUow.
Benchm~ks are standardproblemsfor which either~alytical solutionsor accu-

rate experimentaldata exist. The tr~sport code numeric~ models of such prob-

lems are of great value to code validationfor the following reasons:

● they verify that the code functionsproperly

● they vefify that the cross-sectiondata ‘usedby the code are accurate

● they help certify that a user has learnedto use the code correctly

Successfultransport-problemnumeric~ modeling restsupon two foundations: (a)
validation of the code and its data, and (b) vrdidationof the user.

Benchmarkproblems constitute a standard against which the performanceand
accuracy of a code can be gauged. If a code can correctly predict the experimental
or anrdyticalresdts of a wide range of benchmarkswithin experimentalerror and

Monte Carlo statistical limits, the user can genera~y be assured that the code
functions properly. However,if errorsare presentin a code, they can assumemany

differentforms,rangingfrommistakesin the coding to inadequatephysicstreatment
within the code. Suchmistakesgenerallywill causesystemerrors,crashes,or large

errorsin computed results. In the cmes where the code error produces inaccurate
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results, comparison to a benchmark will detect the error. Benchmarksare dso
useful for checking a code’s operation after it has been moved between different

computersor operating systems.
To simulate the physicti processes in radiation transport, MCNP uses experi-

mentally measuredcross-sectiondata. Within the cross-sectiondata librariesthat

MCNP storesand accesses,thereare literallymilfionsof numbers. Sincethesecross

sections are experiment~y determined,there are experimentaluncertaintiesasso-
ciated with them. Probably the mtin fimitationof the ability of presenttransport
codes to model certain problems accurately is the lack of precisely known cross

sections. Benchmarkscan provide very sensitivechecksof uncertaintiesor errors
in cross-section data. For example, if only a 5Y0 error is assumedin a total cross
section (a small experimentalerror for much of the higherenergyneutron data), a

65% error2in the uncollidedflux can accrue after only 10 meanfree paths (MFP).

Comparisonof such resultsto a benchmarkwill demonstratethis error.
Benchmmks can also gauge a user’s ability to operate a code. Learningto use

powerfd codes correctly can requireconsiderabletime and effort. Accompanying
the power and versatilityof such codes comes a greaterpotential for incorrectuse
and inaccuracy. Although the correct modefing of benchmarkscannot certify that
a user has acquired total competence with a code, these models can considerably

improve a user’s ability and confidence.

In this report MCNP input files are provided in the Appendix as part of the
description of each benchmark. If users plan to study these benchmarksto gain
competence with MCNP, we strongly urge that they first attempt to set up the
problemsby themselvesbefore studying the input files. This effort will help ensure
that usersgain personal ability with the code ratherthan a simple understanding
of what someone else has done. Each problem is described in sufficientdetail for
usersto correctly set up the problem geometry,source, and tdy set. Also, insight

is provided into how variancereductiontechniqueswere applied for each problem.

B. Benchmark Guidelines

The main purpose for benchmarking MCNP is to establish that it functions
properly and can model a wide range of problems accurately. Besideswhetheror 0

z Thomm P. Wflcox, Jr. and Mward M. Lent, ‘COG - A Particle Transport Code Designed to Solve the

Boltzmann Equation for Deep Penetration (Shielding) Problems,” Vol. 4, ‘Benchmark Problems,” Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory %port M-221A (12/2/88), p. 2.
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not acode functionsproperly,the two centralquestionsof both newand experienced

transport code usersare m foUows:

● what are the strengthsand limitations of a given transport code, and what

kinds of problems does it “notsolve well?

● when can one be cert&n that transportcode resdts are correct, and how much

cofidence can be placed in them?

It is important to addressthese questionsand to see how benchmarkscan answer
them, at least in part.

One of MCNP’S strengthsis that it can model problems ranging from reactor
design to radiation shieldingto medicd physics. The MCNP code has undergone
over 300 person years of developmentand refinement,md has been successfdly

used worldwide at hundredsof instaUations.3 These attributesmakethe possibility
of significant errors in the code very remote. The benchmarkproblems reported
here provide additiond excellent confirmationof how well MCNP models a wide
range of problems. However, they cannot guaranteethat MCNP can accurately
simulateevery conceivableproblem.

The main limitation in MCNP’S ability to model problems correctly is the lack
of well known cross sections. It is impossibleto list what problems MCNP can or

cannot adequately simdate. Nevertheless,a good generalguidelineis that MCNP
can model weUthose problemswhose cross sectionshave been experimentallywell
measured. Special care should be exercisedin the interpretationand use of MCNP
results for problems whose cross sections are not well characterized. An example
of such a problem is one involvingvery high energyneutronswhose scatteringand

absorption cross sections are poorly known.
The emphasesin industrid and scientificresearchtend to deke what cross sec-

tions areweUknownand consequentlywhat problemscan be simulatedwell. ~ture
shifts in researchfoci will fill in the gaps in cross-sectiondata that restrictpresent
code performmce. The capabilities of MCNP are constantly being upgraded as
new data sets and computational techniquesbecome available. MCNP’S abilities
and accuracy will continue to be sharpenedas future problems are modeled and
analyzed.

The question of whether code results are correct md what confidence can be
placed in them is a challengingone. The only certain way researcherscan know

*

3 Briesmeister (Ref. 1), p. iv.
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their code results are dd is to obtain experimentalor andyticd resdts for a
code mmparison. Otherwise, there exists no single standard or rdgorithmthat
enablescode users to determinehow much confidencethey can plme in their code
estimates. Nevertheless,transportcodes can be usedto predictexperimentalresults
or guide experimentaldesignwithout knowingthe resultsbeforehandif userstake

the foUowingsteps.

First, when modeling any problem with a transport code, it is important, if
possible

● to understandthe problem or experimentand its physicsweUenough to have

at least a generalidea of what its resultswill be

● to understandthe code’s function, physics, and data library we~ enough not

to use it as a “black box.”

This knowledgewill provide researcherswith some ability to judge code predictions

and know beforehandwhetherthe code physicsadequatelytreatsthe problem. The
blind useof my transportcode is an unsoundpracticemd usuallyleavesresearchers
with fittle more meaningfulinformation or insight than when they begin. Next,
code resultsshould always be checkedfor internalconsistency(i.e., do tally results
confirmone another?) This checkingwill catch mmy types of internalcode errors,

if they exist.
It may happen that even the generalresultsof a problemor plannedexperiment

cannot be predicted before the fact, or that a researcheris not certain a code is
didated for a classof problems. In this situation,userscan validatetheir code for

their experimentas follows:

● find u alreadyperformedexperimentthat is as similaras possible to the one

in question

● use the code to model its me~urements md data

● compare the code estimatesto the measureddata

This technique h= severaladvantages. First, such a benchmarkcan be a “dress
rehearsal” for the experimentbeing investigated. Second, if the code models the
similarexperiment well, the code user can generally

periment will dso be successfullymodeled. Third,

experimenterfurther insight into the physics of the

be assuredthat the new ex-
the benchmark may give an
new experiment. Therefore,
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even if experimentersdo not know a prioriwhethertheir code will give Aid results
or how some planned experimentaldata should appear, it is possible to establish
what degree of confidence can be placed in the code.

C. Problem Overview

The six benchmarkproblems chosenfor presentationhere involve photon trans-
port only. They are identicrdto those used by Thomas Wilcox and Edward Lent
at LLNL to validatetheir COG Monte Carlo code.4 Three of the benchmmkshave

andyticd solutions and were taken to be photon problems. The other three were
the focus of actual experimentalstudy. Becausethese benchmarkswere dso used
to validate COG, the MCNP resultsof each problem were compared to the come-
spending COG resultsas well as the ualytic or experimentalresults. An overview
of these benchmarksappearsin Tables 1 and 2.4

The analyticalproblemswerechosenfor study in part becausethey requiremod-
ified physics treatments which test MCNP’S flexibility. They were dso chosen

because their preciserestits dow the detectionof smrdlcomputationrderrorsthat
might otherwise be masked by experimentalerror. Analytical problems are rdso
free of the ambiguitiesin experimentaldescription that are sometimespresentin

scientificpapers. Suchambiguitiescan greatly complicatethe numericalsimulation

of an experimentalbenchmark.
The experimentalproblemswerechosenfor simulationbecausethey test MCNP’S

ability to solve more complicated problems. These experimentsinvolve deep pene-

tration and scatteringwhich heavily test MCNP’S variancereduction capabilities.

They also cover a wide range of photon energiesand materialcompositions. There

are dso large differencesin experiment geometry among the three benchmarks.
These problems demonstrate the broad spectrum of experimentalconditions for
wfich MCNP is validated.

●

4 Wilcox and Lent (Ref. 8)> PP. 4-9.
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TABLE 1

DESC~PTION OF MCNP PHOTON BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

Problem Problem Sub- Description Energy
Number Type Category Range

1 Analytic

2 Analytic

3 Analytic

4 Experimental/
Computational

5 Experiment

6 Experiment

a

b

c

a

b

c

a

a

b

c

d

e

f

Pointsourcein an
infinitemeaiumwith
constantisotropic-scatter/
absorptioncrosssections:

O~c~t= ~,u~b~= ut~t

U~C~t= 0.3fltot,fl~bs= 0.7fltot

Uacat= O.gQtot,gabs= o.~utot

Pointsourcecenterea
in a sphericalscatterer
withconstantisotropic-
scatterma absorption
crosssections

Pointsourcein aninfinite

meaiumwithCompton

scattering,pairproduction,

anaphotoelectriceffectsonly

‘Co surfaceUniform
sourceon aninfiniteair-
groundinterface.

A coney-sourceis airected
skywarama skyshineaoses
on thegrounaaremewurea

Cylinaricd7-rayspectrometer
withsixpoint-sourceenergies:

so C. source:1.33/1.17MeV

137CSsource:661KeV

198Au source:412KeV

170Tm source: 84 KeV

241Am source: 59.6KeV

SmK@source: 39.9Kev

1 MeV-l KeV

1 MeV-l KeV

Al: 1 MeV-l KeV

Al: 10MeV-l KeV

Pb: 1 MeV-l KeV

Pb: 10MeV-l KeV

1.33MeV-l KeV

1.33MeV-l KeV

SourceEnergy-

1 KeV
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TABLE2

DESC~PTION OF MCNP PHOTON BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

Problem Quantities PrincipalMaterial Comments
Number Computed Composition

1 Pwticlecurrent
througha surface

2 Fluxat a point
outsidea sphere

3 Energyresponse/MeV:
(energyfluxovera
sphere)x 4rr2e~r/MeV,
wherepr = # of MFP
of thesphereradius

4 Dosebuildupfactor
(totaldose/uncolfided
dose)3 ft. above
ground.Angularkerma
rate([ergsdepositedin
thematerid]/grms.sec.
stertiian)arounda point
3 ft. aboveground.

5 pREM/hr/Curieat
outdoorgroundlevel
detectors

6 Doseratiosof TLDs
in a tefloncyhnder

Arbitrary(thephoton
physicsdependedonly
on atOtandp, which
werearbitr~y)

Arbitrary: problem
physicswasthesame
asfor benchmark1

Aluminum
(1& 10MeV)
Lead
(1& 10MeV

Air and
soil

Air and
soil

Air, iron,
teflon

RequiredminorMCNP
codealterationto restrict
thephotonphysicsandto
=cept constmtcrosssections

RequiresMCNPsource
codealterationsas in
benchmark1.

Photonelectron
physicsrestrictedto
Comptonscattering,pair
production,andphoto-
electriccapture

Deeppenetrationand
scatteringproblem:a
difficultvariance
reductionch~enge

Scatteringproblem-
experimentaldescription
ambiguitieswerepresent

Highscattering
problem,especidy at
lowersourceenergies
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II. BENCHMAm PROBLEM ONE - INFINITE MEDIUM PROB-

LEM ~TH A CONSTANT CROSS SECTION AND ISOTROPIC
SCATTE~NG

A. Problem Histo~ and Description

The isotropic point sourcein a homogeneousifinite mediumis a classicexample
of an early pmticle transportproblem with an andyticd solution,and was studied

I by Case et d. in 1953. In this problem, a point source of pmticles is located in a

homogeneousinfinitemediumwhereeitherabsorptionor isotropicscatteringoccurs,
ea& with a cross section that is const~t for dl particle energies (see Fig. 1.1).
The number of particles at severalgiven distances from the point source is then

computed. The andyticd solution to this problem along with its numericalresults
is discussedin detail in Case et d.5

MCNP was used to calculate the resultsof this problem (which w= takento be
a photon problem) for three distinct cmes:

1. ~ab~= Utotal,o~~~t= o - in which case the numberof photons survivingto a
distance r from the source is e-~r, wherep is the inverseof the photon mean
free path length (MFP).

2. uab~= 0.7 O~Ot~l,u~cat= 0.3 OtOtal

3. u~b~= 0.1 utot~l,u~Cat= O.gotOtal

The MCNP resdts of these cdcdations for 30% ud 9070scatteringwere com-
pared to the andyticd resdts for the problem in Tables 17 and 18 of C~e et d.6
along with the correspondingCOG results.7 Sincethe total photon crosssection is
constant for dl particle energies(and ww takento be the samein all three cases),
the photon MFP was dso constant for all energies. This problem was chosenas a

benchmarkin part because it hm an analytical solution that allows any potential

small MCNP computation~ errors to be readily detected. It was also chosen to

test MCNP’S ability to selectivelyalter, include,or ignoredifferentelementsof pho- #

ton/electron physics. Furthermore,the problem is dso convenientlyindependent
of real cross sectionsand their uncertainties.

5 K. N. Cme, F. de Hoffmann, and G. Placzek, Introduction to the Theory of Neutron Diffusion, Vol. 1,

U.S. Government Printing O~ce, Wellington, D.C. (1953), pp. 66-101.

6 Ibid, pp. 100-101.

7 Wilcox and Lent (Ref. 8), pp. 12-13.
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B. MCNP Problem Model
1. MCNP Geometry. A point isotropic source of garnrnarays (with an

arbitrarilychosenenergy of 1.0 MeV, since the a’s are constant) was placed at the
originof a coordinate system. A sphericalce~ with a .3 MFP radius(1 photon MFP
was 1 cm in all three c=es) was then centeredat the origin. Fourteenadditionrd
cells, each defined to be the region betweentwo concentricspherescenteredat the

origin, were then placed around the spherecell. The first five concentricshell cells
were 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.5, and 0,5 MFP thick, respectively. The next eight shell cells

were each 1 MFP thick, and the outermost cell was 15 MFP thick. The problem
boundary was the outermost sphere(of 25 MFP radius), and the region beyond it
was made a void.

The input tie for the 30% scatteringcase is found in Table A.1 of the Appendix.

2. Cross-Sections Material Composition. The particle mean free path-
length ww chosen to be one cm when the problem was originally solved andyti-
cally.8 The correspondingMCNP photon MFP is found from the total microscopic

photon cross section and the atom densityof the mediumas follows:

1 MFP (in cm) = {[atOt(in barns)] x [p(atom density,in 1024= )]}-1

In the problemmodel, oiOtand p werearbitrarilychosento be constantsthat satisfy
the criterion that l/ap = 1 cm, and were kept constant for dl three cases. The
medium w= arbitr~ily chosen to be hydrogen, since the physics of this problem
depends only on a and p, not on what materialthe mediumactually is.

3. MCNP Photon/Electron Physics. Next, it was necessaryto modify
MCNP to enable it to do two things:

1. accept user-inputabsorption and isotropic scatter cross sections constant for

W energies.
2. causephotons to undergo eithertotal absorption“1 isotropic scatteringody -

no other photon/electron physics wodd occur.
This modification was accomplishedby minor alterationof MCNP, shown in the

patch file listing in Table A.2 of the Appendix. The code alterationsto MCNP
instructedit to treat a photon absorptionasa photoelectriccaptureand to model an

isotropic scatter as a photoelectric fluorescence.In this scatteringmodel, a photon

interactswith an electron,ejects it from the atom, and is annihilatedin the process.

8 C=e et al. (Ref. 2), P. 1OO.
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The electronis thenreabsorbedbackinto an atomwith a photon mnsequentlybeing
isotropicdly emitted. The net resultof this process is an isotropic photon scatter.

The code alterations to MCNP assigneda constant cross section to each process
that is specified by the user in the input fle by an RDUM card of the form

RDUM atOt ~abs(in barns)

4. Code Tallies. After the code was modified, surface photon flux (F2:P)
tallies were placed on the first 14 spheresused to specify the cell geometry (the

outermost sphere wm not talfied for particles). The results of each tdy (in

particles/cm2) were multiplied by the area of the tally sphere using the AREA
card:

AWA 7854 1 13R

The first number is the surface area of the 25 cm sphere. The fourteen ones that
follow cause the tally to be divided by one rather than the mea. Thus, the effect

is to multiply the resdt of each tally by its spheresurface area. Multiplying each

flux estimate by the area of its tally surfaceyields the numberof photons present
at each tally surface.

5. Variance Reduction. With the tallies arranged,importanceswere next
=signed to each cell. The import~ce of each cell was initially chosen to increase
by a factor of two for every MFP between the origin and the inner surfaceof the
cell. They were then adjustedby trirdand error to equalizethe particle population

(and thereforeoptimize sampling)in ea~ cell, The three input files were then run
to obttin the MCNP resultsfor the problem.

C. Results and Discussion
1. The Three Cases. The MCNP data for pure absorption,3070scattering,

and 9070scattering appear in Figs. 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4, respectively,along with the

ualytical results. The COG results also appear in the 30% md 90% scattering
casesin Figs. 1.3 and 1.4. The numberof particlesfound at a given distancer from
the source (normalizedper source particle) is plotted m a function of this source
distance. In the pure absorption case, the MCNP resdts are within one standard

deviationof the analyticalresultsin 86% of the data. In the other two cases,MCNP

is within one standarddeviation of the andyticd data 67Y0of the time.

12
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Figure 1.2 demonstratesthat, for the pure absorption c-, the number of pm-
ticles a distance r from the source indeed decreasesby e-r. In the 90% scattering

case, a maximumcan be seenin the data at r ~ 1.6 cm before exponentialdropoff
occurs. This peak is presentbecause enough scatteringoccurs in the problem to
backscatter photons to (md thereforemaximize their numbers at) this distance.

These data demonstratethat MCNP accuratelymodels this problemwithin Monte

Carlo statistical limits.

2. Statistical Interpretation. In the pure absorptionc-, MCNP is within
one stand~d deviationof the anrdyticd data in $670of the points, It might initially
be thought that such statisticalagreementshodd be seenin ody 67% of the data.
However,this agreementis true ody if the estimateof each tdy is independentof
the estimatesof the other tallies, The estimatesof the trdliesin this problem are
correlatedbecause tallies on the outer surfacesare from the same particles tallied

crossingthe inner surfaces.
Had eachproblembeen runten times,eachrunbeginningwith a differentrandom

number seed and a non-overlappingnumber sequence,the tally estimatesof each
run would be statistically independentof those in other runs. The tdy estimate
at a given distance in one run would be statistically uncorrelatedwith the tally
estimatesat the same distmce in the other nine runs. It wodd then be expected

that for this given distance, 67% of the estimatesof the ten runs wodd be within
one standard deviation of the andyticd resultfor that distance.

Benchmarktwo w= run ten times to verify that this resdt happens. The tallies
of that problem are more strongly correlated than those in this benchmark. In
benchmarktwo, everyparticle contributingto the first ta~y survivedto score at dl
the other taflies, It was found that for a given distance, 6770of the problem run
resultswere within one standarddeviation of the analyticaldata for that distance.

●
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III. BENCHMA~ PROBLEM TWO - SIMPLE SPHEmCAL SCAT-

TERER

A. Problem History and Description

This simplespherid scattererproblemw= devisedby EdwardLentad Thom~
Wilcox at LLNL to test the point detector tdies in the COG code.g In this

dyticd problem, an isotropic point sourceof particlesis located at the centerof
a l-cm spheresurroundedby vacuum. The sphereis composed of a homogeneous

mediumin whicheitherpmticle absowtion or isotropic scatteringoccurs, eachwith
a crosssectionthat is constantfor dl particleenergies.The uncollidedflux andfist-
colfidedflux (due to particlesundergoingonly one collision) are then computed at a

given distanceoutside the sphere. This problem wastden to be a photon problem
for convenience.

Wilcox and Lent used COG to calculate the uncollided and %st-collided fluxes
at a point 10 cm from the center of the sphere. The atom density and atOtof the
spheremedium were &osen to resdt in a photon mean free pathlengthof one cm
there. Because otOtwas made constant for all photon energies,the photon MFP
is dso independentof energy. The scattering and absorption cross sections were
set at 0.3atOtand 0.7atOt,respectively.The uncolfidedfluxl” at a point outside the
spherea distance a from its center is

el
a. = —

4Ta2

For 30% scattering,the first collided flux at a point outside the sphereis given by

the integrdll (see Fig. 2.1):

1 r

“l=03/d’i2”r2dr[s$
–1 o

where:

y Wilcox and Lent (Ref. 8), p. 16.

10 Ibid, p. 16.

11 Ibid, p. 16.

●
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Fig. 2.1. The once-scatteredflux outside a simple sphericalscatterer.
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●

the integral is over the sphericalvolume
“~’ is the distance between the integrationvolume elementand the point of

observationoutside the sphere
“t” is the distance betweenthe integrationvolume elementand the surfaceof
the sphere along the line segmentdefied by “1”.

Like the first benchmark,this problemwas chosenfor study pmtly becauseit has
an andyticd solutionthat will allowthe detectionof smallcomputationalerrors. It
is also convenientlyimmuneto red cross-sectionuncertainties,and it testsMCNP’S

ability to count collisions. MCNP was used to compute the uncolhded md first-
collided photon fluxes at ten,differentpoints outside the scattering sphere. The
first-collidedfluxeswere then comparedto the analytic resultsand the COG result

at a = 10cm. At eachposition, the integralexpressionfor the first-co~idedflux had

to be evaluated numerically. This eduation was done in cylindrical coordinates,
using severalhundredintegrationzonesin both radial and axial directions.

B. MCNP Problem Model
1. MCNP Geometry. A point isotropic source of garnma rays (with an

arbitrarily &osen energy of 1.0 MeV, since atOtis independent of energy) was
placed at the origin of a coordinate system. A spherical shell with a one MFP
radius (1 MFP was one cm in this problem) was centeredat the origin. This cell
defied the scatteringsphere. Elevenadditiond cells, each definedto be the region
betweentwo concentricspherescenteredat the o,tigin,werethen placed aroundthe

spherecell. The fist two shell cells were 0,5 MFP thi&, while the next eight were
1 MFP thick. The outermostshe~was 0.1 MFP thick, and the outer sphereof this
cell formed the problem boundary. The shellcellsweredl defied to be in vacuum.

The input fle for this problem is found in Table A.3 of the Appendix.

2. Cross Sections, Materials, and MCNP Physics. The spheremedium
atom density, total cross section uiO~,and MCNP photon/electron physics of this
problem are identical to those used in benchmark one. The MCNP code itself

was altered in the same way as in benchmarkone to accept user-inputscatter and

absorption crosssectionsthat ae constantfor dl photon energiesand to ody allow

photon absorption and isotropic scattering. How this was done, rdong with how

atOtwas calculated, is describedin dettil in benchmarkone.

●
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3. Code Tallies. Once the code w= modified and the cross sections were
established,two sets of photon flux tallieswere set up. Surfacephoton flux tallies
were placed on the 1.5-cm and 2- through 10-cm spheres. Rng detectors centered

around the z-axis were placed at 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 MFP from the sphere center.

The fluxes from each set of tallies were binned according to how many collisions

the photons underwentby using MCNP’S FT/FU co~ision counter:

FT INC

FU O 1 99 T

Photons that had no collisionsand just one collision were individu~y distributed

into the ‘O’ and ‘1’ bins above, Two sets of tallieswere used so their resultscould

be compared.

4. Variance Reduction. No variancereduction was required.

C. Results and Discussion
1. Results. The data for this problem are plotted in Fig. 2.2. The once-

collided flux per sourcephoton is graphedas a function of distancefrom the sphere

center. The andyticd results (sohd line evaluated at ten positions) are included
with the MCNP surfacetally data (long dashedfinemostly hiddenby the solid tine)
and ring detector data (short dashedline). The single COG result12is denoted by
a “C”. AU ten of the surface trdly scores ~d all five ring detector estimatesare
within one standarddeviation of the analyticalresults.

2. Statistical Interpretation. At first, it might be thought that such
statistical agreementshould only be seen in 67Y0of the tallies. However, this is
true ody if the estimate of each tally is uncorrelatedwith the estimates of the
other tallies. The talliesin this problem are correlatedbecause tallieson the outer

surfacesarefrom the sameparticlestalliedcrossingthe innersurfaces.The detector
tallies are similarlycorrelated.

A way was found to obtain uncorrelateddata for this problem. In ten separate
runs, MCNP was used to compute the once-collided flux at a point 10 cm from

the center of the spherical scatterer. This computation was done with a sphere
surface tdy. Each of the ten runs W= begun with a differentrmdom number
seed and a non-overlapping

12 Ibid, p. 16.
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of each run shodd, therefore,be independentof the 10-cm tally estimatesof the

otier runs. Seven of the ten independent tally scores were found to be within
one standard deviation of the andyticd resultfor 10 cm. ~om these resdts, it is

evident that MCNP is consistentlyin good agreementwith the anrdyticalsolution
to this problem.

W. BENCHMARK PROBLEM THREE - POINT GAMMA RAY
SOURCE IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM

A. Problem History and Description

The point gamma source in a homogeneousinfinite mediumis one of a seriesof
andyticd momentsmethod calculationsof gammaray penetrationby H. Goldstein
and J. E. Wilkins done in 1954.13 The momentsmethod is a techniquewhereby
the Boltzmmn transport equation can be simplifiedand solved exactly for certain
types of radiation transport problems.14 This techniqueallowed some early tr~s-

port problems to be solved numericdy with very limited computationrdpower.
Goldstein and Wilkins’ cdcdations of g~ma ray penetrationare cl-sic examples
of solutionsto these early transportproblems.

In tfis problem, a point source of isotropic monoenergeticgarnrna rays is placed
in an infiite homogeneousmedium (see Fig. 3.1). Then, at differentnumbersof
mean free path lengths(MFP) awayfrom the source,the energyresponseper MeV
of the photons over a rangeof energieswas computed along with their total energy
buildup factor (B,). The response is equrdto the photon energy flux at a radial

distance r from the source multipliedby the factor 4rr2e~r. p is the inversemean
free path length of source energy photons in the given medium. When photon
mean free patMengths are stated in this problem, they are mean free paths of

the source-energyphotons in the given medium. The energy buildup factor is the
energy carried by all the photons observedat a distance r from the source divided

by the energy carried there by the photons that underwentno co~isions (actual
energy/uncollided energy).

GoldsteinandWilkinsperformedtheirmomentsmethod calculationsof thisprob-
lem under the following simplifiedphysics assumptions:15

13 H. Goldstein and J. E. Wilkins, Jr., Calculations of the Penetration of Gamma Rays, Technical Informa-

tion Service, Oak Ridge, TN, NYO-3O75 (1954), p. 79.

14 Ibid, p. 3.

15 Ibid, p. 7.
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Fig. 3.1. The geometry of the point source in m ifinite medium.
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1. Photoelectric and pair production events were treated m pure absorption.

Each process W= ~sumed to occur with its energy-dependentcross section,
but no secondaryphotons were assumedto be produced by the resultantelec-
trons.

2. Coherent (Thomson) scattering did not t~e place so aCO~consequentlywas
zero.

3. Compton scatteringeventswere~sumed to occur with theirenergy-dependent
cross sections, but the resultantelectrons again were assumedto produce no
secondaryphotons. Compton scatteringW= computedwithout includingform
factors.

4. No other types of photon interactionsoccurred.16

This problem was chosen as a benchmark‘in part because it has an andyticd
solution that allows any potential smallMCNP computationalerrorsto be readily

detected. It W= dso chosento test MCNP’S ability to selectivelyinclude or ignore
differentelementsof photon/electron physics without modifying the code. MCNP
w~ used to compute the differenti~ energy respon~ and energy buildup factor at

1, 2, 4, and 7 MFP in four c~es: aluminumand lead, each at 1.0 MeV and 10.0

MeV. The input file for this benchmarkis found in Table A.4 of the Appendix.

B. MCNP Problem Model

1. MCNP Geometry. A point isotropic source of gamma rays (either 1.0
MeV or 10.0 MeV) wasplaced at the originof a coordinate system. A sphericalcell
with a 1 MFP radius(for source-ener= photons in the givenrnaterid) ~ centered

at the origin. Thirteen additiond cells, each definedto be the region betweentwo
concentricspheres,werethen centeredaroundthe originand the sphericalcell. The

first ten shell cells were one MFP thi&, while the llth, 12th, and 13th cells were
2, 3, and 4 MFP thick, respectively. The problem boundmy w= the outermost
sphere (of 20 MFP radius), and the region beyond it ww made a void. The cells
were then specified to be all fiued with lead or ~Urninum, depending on the case
being studied.

16 mid, p. 7.
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2. Cross Sections/Material Compositions. The mean free paths of 1.0

MeV and 10.0 MeV photons in Al and Pb are determinedby the atom densities
and total photon cross sectionsof e~h ~ fo~ows:

1 MFP (in cm) = {[otOt(in barnsat the sourceener~)]

x [atomdensity(of Al or Pb in 1024atoms/cm3)]}-l

where

Otot= Upair prod. + ~photoel. + Qcompt.

The total crosssectionfor each casewasfound in the MCNP MCPLIB cross-section

data fle and are ~ fo~ows:

Aluminum: Z = 13’

~compt.

‘pair/prod.

‘photoel.

Otot

Lead: Z = 82

Ucompt.

‘pair/prod.

~photoel.

Otot

Ey = 1.0 MeV ET = 10.0 MeV

2.74582 b
0.00100b

0.0 b

0.66495 b
0.00004 b

0.37344 b
2.74682 b

ET = 1.0 MeV

1.03843b

Ey = 10.0 MeV

17.18180b
6.02800
0.0

4.19291b
0.16809b

12.40100 b
23.20980 b

The resultantmean free paths are:

Al : 1.0 MeV : 1 MFP = 6.044 cm,
Pb : 1.0 MeV : 1 MFP = 1.306 cm,

16.76200b

10.0 MeV : 1 MFP = 15.986cm
10.0 MeV : 1 MFP = 1.809cm
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Note that this problem is independentof photon data library, but if a different
cross section is used, then the g~metry must be changed to accommodate the
differentmean free path spherespacing.

3. Code Tallies. Next, surface tauies for photon energy flux (*F2:P tallies,
whoseunitsare MeV/cm2) werePlwed on the 1, 2, 4, and 7 MFP spheres..The tally

resultswere distributed among energy bins for dl four tallies. The response/MeV
(or differentialenergy response) was obtained by dividing the tally result in each
bin by the width of the bin in MeV and then multiplyingeach
with r in cm). This calculation w= done using an EM card
factor for each bin of each tally --s--

Two more energyflux surface

4Tr2e~T
bin width (MeV)

bin resultby 4xr2e~r
whose multiplicative

tallieswereeach placed on the 1, 2, 4, md 7 MFP
spheresto compute the energy buildup factor there. The first t~y was used ody
to calculate the ener~ flux at ea~ sphere. The second tally dso crdcdated the

energyflux at each distancebut binnedits resultsaccording to how mmy collisions
the tallied photon had undergonebefore reachingeach distance. This calculation
was done by using the MCNP FT/FU card inc options:

FT 122 INC

FU 122 01234561000000 T

The tallied photon flux in the zero bin above is caused by those photons which
reach each surface without having collided at dl. The energy flux from the first

tally divided by the uncollidedenergyflux in the first bin of the second tally is the
ratio of the actual energyto the uncollidedenergy: the energybuildup factor.

4. Variance Reduction. After the talfies were arranged, importances were
resignedto each cell. This assignmentwasnecessaryto optimize the computational
efficiency of dl four problems. Sufficientphoton attenuationoccurred by 7 MFP

awayfrom the source to heavily impair tally efficiencythere. The importancesfor

each cell were initially set to increaseby a factor of two for each MFP betweenthe
source md the innersurfaceof the cell. Then they wereadjustedby trial and error
to produce roughly equal particle populations in each cell.
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5. Code Physics. Finally, the photon/electron physics options were specified
in the problem by using the PHYS:P and PHYS:E cards:

PHYS:P .001 0 1

PHYS:E 8J O

The PHYS:P card turnsoff coherentscatteringthus restrictingthe photon physics
to

1. pair production .

2. photoelectric effect

3. Compton scattering(no form factors)

The PHYS:E card allows the production of electronsfrom the interactionsabove
but then effectively removes them from the problem as if photoelectric and pair
production were pure absorption.

C. Results and Discussion

The MCNP computed resultsof the differentialenergy responsefor Al and Pb
for 1.0 MeV at 1 md 7 MFP are found in Figs. 3.2 to 3.5 and are plotted with the
correspondingGoldsteinand Wikins 17data ~ a functionof energyin eachcase. In

W the cases(includingthose not graphedhere), MCNP yieldsdifferentirdresponses
within one standarddeviation of the analyticalresultsin 60-70Y0of the data – the

statistic~y expected agreementfor tdies whose estimatesare independent.
However,as in benchmarksone md two, there is some correlationbetween the

estimatesof this problem’s tallies. Therefore,thesestatisticsmustbe interpretedin

the sameway ~ those in the first two benchmarks(see the statisticalinterpretation

sections of benchmarksone and two). Resdts show that MCNP is in good agree-
ment with the analytical resultsfor the differentirdresponses. The MCNP energy
buildup resultsare found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 with the Goldstein and WiWinsre-

sults18and the COG data.lg In 15 out of 16 instances,MCNP calculatedan energy

17 Ibid, pp. 90-93,pp.106-109.
18 Ibid, p. 136 andP.140.
19 Wilcox~ndLent(Ref.s),p“45.
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TABLE 3.1

THE ENERGY BUILDUP (B.) OF GAMMA RAYS FROM A
POINT SOURCE IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM OF Al at 1.0 and 10.0 MeV

Mea Free
MeV Path Analytic MCNP COG

(MFP)

1 1
2
4
7

10 1
2
4
7

2.01
3.29
6.52

12.95

1.22
1.45
1.91
2.64

2.018+0.020
3.307ko.059
6.648&0.254

12.622+0.936

1.227+0.013
1.460+0.029
1.944&0.081
2.793&o.2ol

2.021k0.036
3.30350.052
6.466k0.140

12.306+0.610

1.224+0.014
1.468+0.019
1.977S0.046
2.721+0.202

TABLE 3.2

THE ENERGY BUILDUP (B,) OF GAMMA RAYS FROM A
POINT SOURCE IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM OF Pb at 1.0 and 10.0 MeV

MeanFree
MeV Path Analytic MCNP COG

(MFP)

1 1
2
4
7

10 1
2
4
7

1.35
1.66
2.21
2.95

1.09
1.19
1.46
2.16

1.361+0.006
1.650+0.013
2.186+0.028
2.901+0.058

1.089k0.0062
1.192+0.0096
1.478+0.0179
2.255&0.0438

1.334ko.o17
1.605~0.025
2.134+0.060
2.893k0.205

1.086&0.013
1.192+0.016
l,453&o.030
2.014+0.113
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buildup wittin the MCNP relative error of the andyticd data. These data show
that MCNP successfdy models thesegamma ray penetrationproblemswithin the
statisticaluncertaintyinherentin the Monte Carlo method,

V. BENCHMARK PROBLEM FOUR - GAMMA-RAY SKYSHINE

EXPE~MENT

A. Problem History & Description

Interestin the computationof gamma-rayexposureratesin air at lmge distances
from concentratedgamrna sourcesh= arisenbecauseair-scatteredphoton radiation
(commonly referred to as “skyshine”) arouses concern in the design of nuclear
in~t~latiom020Until lg80, most skyshinestudieswereconcernedwith f~out fields

or involved complicated geometriesthat were difficult to model.21 As a resdt, it
was difficdt to assessthe accuracy of transportcode models of skyshinefieldsfrom
concentratedgamma sources.

Concern over the adequacy of such code models prompted R. R. Nason, J. K.
Shdtis, R. E. Faw, ~d C. E. Cliffordto conduct a skyshinebenchmarkexperiment
at a shieldingresearchfacility in the Kans~ plains in 1980.22In this experiment,a
collimatedgamrnasourcewas placed in an open field at ground level (see Fig. 4.1).
Dose rates and differentialflux densitiesof skyscatteredgammaraysweremeasured
by detectors on the ground at 100 m inter~s from the source out to 700 m (see
Fig. 4,2). These measureddose rates and flux spectra were
DOT discreteordinatescode model of the experiment.

MCNP was used to model only the dose rates measuredin
benchmark. This experiment w= &osen for study because

penetration of gamma rays, It was dso chosen because of

then compared to a

the garnrnaskyshine

it involves the deep
its relevance to the

nuclearengineeringshieldingcommunity, MCNP’S resultsfor the dose rates were
compared to the measureddata.

B. MCNP Problem Model
1. Experimental Arrangement. In the Skyshine experiment, a 6oco gamma

source(1.33 and 1.17MeV), whichwascolhmatedto emit photons isotropicdly into
20 R.R.Nason, J. K. Shultis, R. E. Faw, and C. E. Chffocd, “A Benchmark Gamma-Ray Skyshine Exper-

iment,” Nuclear Science and Engineering, 79, (1981), p. 404.

21 Ibid, p. 404.

22 Ibid, p. 404.
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a 150.5° vertical cone, w= placed in an open area. Gamma detectors were placed

approximatelyone meter above the ground at 50 m, 100m, and at 100m-intervals
thereafterout to 700 m from the colhmated source. Two types of detectors were
used: Nal for spectral and rate measurements,and highpressmeion ~~bers
(HPIC) for rate measurementsonly. The open field where this experiment was

conducted had rises and depressions: the maximum detector elevationrelative to
the source ww 2.51 m, and the averageelevationwas 1.39 m.23

2. Problem BoundaW/Material Compositions. Thefirststeptomodeling
the skyshine experiment was setting up the problem boundary. A l-km r~us
sphere wu placed at the origin of a catesian coordinate system and sliced into
two hemispheresby a plane coincidentwith the XY-plane. Three additiond planes

parallel to the XY plane were then placed 3, 6, and 9 cm below it. The XY-pl~e

was designatedto be the ground/air interface.

The ground surface was representedby a plane because the terrtin of the ex-
periment W= not precisely specified. The ground (enclosed by the XY-plane, the

plane at -9 cm, and the l-km sphere)W= fi~ed with soil. The soil composition and
density in the experimentalarea were neverspecified,so a standardsoil elemental
composition with a densityof 2.6 gm/cm3 wasused in the model. The upper hemi-

spherebounded by the XY-plane and the l-km spherewas filled with air. The tir
density in the experimentwasnot specified,so a standardcomposition at 0.001124
g/cm3 was used in the model.

A l-km bomdary w= chosenfor this,problem because 1000m is approximately
ten 1.33 MeV photon meanfree pathlengthsin air. MCNP weightwindow calcul-
ationsindicated that photons backscatteredto detectors from beyond this distance
would make a negligible contribution to the measureddose rates. After the prOb-

lem boundary and materialcompositionswere chosen,the MCNP geometry of the

collimated gamma sourcewas created.

3. Experimental Source. The experimentalsourceconsistedof a point 6*C0

gamrnasource in a cask placed on the ~is of an annular(actually dodecahedral,

or 12-sided) concrete silo.24 ThiS Silo, 2.29 m high, had a m=imum i~er di~eter

of 2.50 m and a maximum outer diameterof 4.35 m. The source was placed 1.98
meters above the base of the silo (which ww on the ground). Lead and concrete

●

23 Ibid, p. 407.

24 Ibid, p. 405.
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blocks were then placed along the top of the silo so that unco~ded photons from
the source wodd exit the top of the silo in a 150.5°vertical cone.

In spite of the me~ures taken to ensure that the gamma photons wodd leave
the silo isotropicdy in a cone, in-silo scatteredphotons pmtidly distortedthe cone

radiation pattern. Some of the scattered photons leaked through the silo walls,
=d others scattered out the silo top but outside the cone. Because this in-silo
scattered gamrna component codd not be chmacterized, it was not possible to
model the experimentalsource exactly. Nevertheless,it was possible to model the
originrdly-intendedisotropic cone sourcewith MCNP.

4. Modeled Source. The source silo was modeled by a cell which w=
dehed to be the region between two concentric cylinders capped by two planes

perpendicdar to the cylinders’ axes (see Fig. 4.3). The resultantannuh silo cell,
2.29 m high, had an inner radius of 117.75 cm and an outer radius of 217.5 cm.
This silo cell’s lowerbase ww centeredat the origin on the XY-plane. The silo cell
volume and the ground layer disk directly beneath the silo were made voids.

An isotropic point sourcewhichemitted 1.332and 1.173MeV photonswith equal
probability was then placed 1.98m above the groundon the silo’s axis. The volume
enclosed by the silo (but not inside the silo cell volume itself) was filed with air.
This source geometry guaranteedthat the source photons would leave the silo in a
150.5” isotropic cone. There wasno in-silo scattercomponentbecausethe silo walls
and base were regions of zero importance: my photons that struck these regions
were terminatedthere.

5. Cell Subdivision. After the problem boundary, tir, and soil regions
were defined along with the silo cell and colhmated source, the problem geometry

was further subdivided into ce~s. The regionsthat were directly irradiatedby the

source (i.e., within the source cone) werepartitionedinto spherical-shelllayercells

bounded by the source cone (see Fig. 4.4). The regions above the ground that
receivedody scatteredradiationwerepartitionedinto segmentedconical she~cells
which wereparallelto and radiatedout from the sourcecone. The regionsbeneath

the ground that receivedscatteredgamma rays wereslicedinto threeflat disk cells
(see Fig, 4.5). Complete detailsof the cell geometryare found in the MCNP input
fle for this experimentin Table A.5 in the Appendix.

●

6. Code Tallies. Eightconcentricringdetectorscenteredat the originwerenext
placed 1.0 m above and parallelto the air-groundinterface. The ring detectorshad
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radii correspondingto the distancesthat the experimentaldetectors were located
from the source: 50 m, 100 m, ud 200 m to 700 m at 100 m inteds. The
flux estimate of each detector was modified by an FM card to obtain the energy
deposited per unit volume in air per photon history (MeV/cm3.history).

After the code tdies were established,importanceswere assignedto each ce~.

7. Variance Reduction/Code Physics. hportances were assignedto the
cells to equalize their particle popdations and improve sampling. Optimizing the
importances to accomplish this was done by trial and error. A CuT:P option

ww then used to terminate photons with ener~es below a 39.9 KeV cutoff. This
preventedMCNP from wastingtime fo~owing photons whose energieswere below
the detector responsefunction in the experiment. After this option wm used, the
input tie was run to obtain the MCNP resultsfor this experiment.

C. Results and Discussion
1. MCNP Tally Conversion. The MCNP ring detector estimates(modified

to yield MeV/cm3/particle history) had to be convertedto the p/rad/hour/Curie
units of the experimenteddata before any model compmison could be made. This
conversionwasaccomplishedin two steps. First, the MCNP estimateswerechanged

to units of rad/history as follows:

MCNP(rad/history) =

MCNP
(

MeV

){

(1.602 x 10-6fi) . (1 rad/100~)
x

cm3. history PaiT(~) }

The tally estimateswere then convertedfrom rad/history to p rad/hour/Curie by

MCNP(~ rad/hr/Ci) =

MCNP (rad/history) x
{(

3.7 x 1010‘ist.,~~) x (3600~) X (106 %)}
sec

The two steps can be combined into a single conversion:

MCNP (p rad/hr/Ci) = MCNP
(

MeV

)(
X 1.899X 1015

p rad/hr/Ci

cm3 . history Me V/cm3 . hist. )
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The unitsusedin the benchmarkpaperwerenecessdly chosento be independent
of the sourcestrengthbecausethreedifferentsourcestrengthshad to be usedto ob-
tain accurate measurementsin the experiment: 10.3, 229, and 3800 Ci.25 A source

that would provide a re~onable signal for detectorsclose to the source would not
have registeredwell in the outer detectors. A source that wodd delivera measur-
able signalto the outer detectorswodd swampthe innerdetectors. Consequently,
several runs with the three different source strengthswere performed to obtain
accurate data from dl the detectors. The measurementswere d normalizedper

sourcestrengthso the;data of differentsourcerunscould dl be comparedtogether.

2. MCNP Results. After the MCNP resdts werecomputed and convertedto
the correct experimentedunits, they wereplotted as a function of rp.~r,or column

density (in grarns/cm2)along with the experimentalme~urements. The data were
plotted according to column density to divide out day-to-day variationsin atmm
spheric density (high- and low-pressuresystemsperiodicdy moved in and out of
the experimentalmea). In Fig. 4.6, the sohd line connects the eight MCNP ring
detector estimatesof the dose rates. The asterisksdenote the experimentedvalues.

26Upon inspectingThe experimentaldata ww takenfrom Table 1 of N~on et d.
the table, it might be thoughtthat the data of eah lineof column 5 can be directly
cdcdated from the data in the sameline

[column5 data]= [column1 data]2

of colu~s 1, 3, and 4:

., [column4 data]/ [column3 data]

However,if this cdcdation is done, the resultis not quite what is found in column5.
This apparentdiscrepancydevelopsbecause the exposurerate in column 4 for each

distancefrom the sourcewasactudy firstmdtiplied by a detectorcorrectionfactor
corresponding to that distance. Then this corrected rate (which never explicitly
appears in the table) W= combined with columns 1 and 3 m shownabove to yield
what is actually found in column5. These correctionfactors arefound in Table 4 of

Nasonet al.27The graphin Fig. 4.6 demonstratesthat MCNP providesa very good
representationof the skyshineme~urementsgiven the experimentaluncertaintyin

them.

25 Ibid,p. 405.
26 Ibid,p. 411.

27 mid, p. 414.
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3. Experimental Uncertainty. One major source of the unmrtainty of the
measureddata came from the distortion presentin the radiationpattern of the ex-
perimentalsource. Nasonet d. estimatedthat the in-silo scattercomponentof the

source probably ucounted for most of the 107o-2O7Odifferencebetweentheir mea-
sured data and expected data as predicted by the DOT discrete ordinatesmde.28

Next, the terrain where the experimentwas mnducted had numerousdepressions

and risesin it. The experimentersbelievedthisresdted in a lossof ground-scattered
photons new some of the detectors with a mnsequent 10% reduction in the expo-
sure rate.29 The MCNP crdctiations of the exposure rate had a 470-670 relative

errorassociatedwith them. Given theseexperimentaluncertainties,it is clearfrom
the data that MCNP accurately predicts the skyshine benhark experimental

memurements.

VI. BENCHMARK PROBLEM FNE - COBALT-6O AIR-OVER-
GROUND PROBLEM

A. Problem History and Description

The 6oCo air-over-groundproblem has been investigatedmmy times in the pmt
thirty years because of its importance in military and civil defense studies. In
this problem, m infinite horizontal plane separatesm ifinite soil medium from
an ifinite air medium.30 60c0 is then spread unifordy upon the surface of the

ground. The radiation dose absorbed in ,air three feet above the ground is then
cdcdated. This problem simulatesthe radiation environment in an open field
covered by fdout from a nuclearweapon.

Experimentalmemurementsof the dose above a fallout field have mtually been
made in several nuclem weapons tests.31 However,~ficulties with m~ing ‘o=

measurementsinvolving red fallout led researchersto treat the air-over-ground
problem as the single-isotope infinite media problem described above. Between
1957 and 1968, the radiation dose in this fa~out problem was either memured or

28 kid, p. 415.

29 Ibid, p. 415.

30 A. E. Profio, Shielding Benchmark Problems, Radiation Shieldtig Information Center, Oak Ridge, TN,

ORNL-RSIC-25 [ANS-SD-9] (1969), p. 4.0-2,

31 Ibid, p. 4.0-2.
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computed by this approach in at l-t twelvestudies.32These studiesare summar-
ized in Table 5.1.

The experimentsthat attemptedto me~ure the dose in the air-over-groundprob-
lem representedthe uniformfdout fieldby an mray of point isotope sourcesplaced
in an open field. The contributions from the point sources were then integrated

to simtiate a uniform radiation source. Ionization chambersor fi packs placed
above the ground tidst the array were used to meazurethe dose in these exper-

iments. The studies that attempted to compute the dose above an isotope field
utifized either momentsmethods or Monte Carlo techniques.

A variety of geometrieswere used in the moments method simulationsof this

problem. The most accurate of the moments method geometries modeled the
air/ground semi-ibite media of the problem by a single-materialinfinitemedium

(wateror air) spfit into two densities.Theserni-infinitesoilmediumwasrepresented
by a semi-infinitematerialmediumwith the densityof soil and the air mediumby a
semi-infinitematerialmediumwith the densityof tir. The air/ground interfacewas
thereforea planar density (not material) interface.33The unifordy-spread isotope

garomasource w= representedby either a point sourceor an ifinite plme source.
This kind of geometry was necessaryin the moments models because moments
methods are limited to the use of one materialw the scatteringmedium.

The Monte Carlo studiesof the air-over-groundproblem dso used a variety of
geometries,rangingfrom the air/compressed-airgeometryof the momentsmethods
to the actual air/ground geometry of the problem. They representedthe uniform
fallout field with either a singlepoint source or arays of point sourcesdistributed

on the interface. At first, given the same amount of computer time and the same
geometry model, the moments cdcdations were more accurate than the Monte

Cmlo cdcdations. 34 As better ~d fwter computersand computationaltec~iques

were developed, however,the accuracy of the Monte Carlo solutionseclipsed that
of the momentssimdations.

In 1987, Edw~d Lent and Thomas Wilcox at LLNL used the COG Monte Carlo
code to simdate the air-over-groundproblem.35 They used an air/soil geometry

and calculated the dose buildup factor and angular kerrnarate distribution at a

‘~ Ibid, p. 4.0-14.

33 Ibid, p. 4.o-13.

34 Ibid, p. 4.0-13.
3S Wilcox and Lent, (Wf. 8)! p. 29.
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TABLE 5.1

SUMMARY OF AIR/GROUND RESEARCH
(TAKEN, ~ PART, FROM GARRETT)

INVESTIGATORMETHODYEARBUILDUPFACTOR NOTES

Berger Momenti 1957 1.22 Point murce in an infinite water geometry;
ratih integrated over aourcedetector
diatance to obtain tbe bddup f=tor for
a plme aource; function fitting wu uged
to reconstruct the flux denaity.

Schlemm, et d. Experiment 1959 1.15 (&M Tube) 2 typ- of detectors were used to me=ure
1.38 (Film Pack) ground Ievd radiation at the apex of a

quadrant of point kotope sources. The
resdb were extrapolated to obtain the
total acattered expnaurerate 3 ft. above
an infinite imtope field.

Rexroad k Schmoke, Experiment 1960 1.25 Iontiation chamber measurements3 ft.
Batter above a large array of ‘°Co point murceg;

r-ulti extrapolated to a finite field
Spencer Momenta 1962 1.21 An infinite plane murce in an infinite water

medium w= uaed to calculate the upper
hemkphere contribution - this w= ~umed
to be equal to the lower hemisphere
xattered contribution; function fitting w=
UA to recongtrnct the flux dengity.

HubbeU, Clark, Momentg 1962 1.23 Infinite plane murc9 in an infinik water
k Bucharran medium; polynomial expantion w= used to

ranstruct the flux denrnty
Plurnmerk Experiment 1963 1.15 Ionbation chamber me=urements of the
MUer radiation from a ‘°Co capde on the

ground wre taken; the rmdts were
extrapolated b an infinite uniform field.

Mmcum MonteCarlo 1965 1.16 Point murce in an air/compre4 air geometry;
r-ufti integrated over sourc~detector &tance
to obtain doae builup factor; point murc- were
arrayd 2 in. above the interface; 12,750 historim

Berger Moments 1967 1.21 Infinite plane anurcein an infini~ air
medium; polynornirdexpanaionwa9 used to
reconstruct the flux denaity.

Berger Monte Carlo 1967 1.22 Point 90urce in an infinite water mdium -
~dti were integrated over the murcedetector
dktance; 10,000 hiatores.

French Monte Carlo 1967 1.18 RadoAy distributed point sourc- in an
air/grOundgmmetry; COHORT code m uged;
7,ooOhigtori-.

Gmrett Monte Carlo 1968 1.20 Sel=ti distribution of point murcm
in an air/compr=ed air gmmetry; LOS
code uaed, 57,500 higtori-.

Krdw Monte CU1O 1968 1.20 Distribution of point aourc= in an
air/ground geometry; GADJET adjoint
Monte Carlo code used.

WilcOxll MonteCarl0 1972 1.23+.02 Air/ground geometry - MO~EL codeU~
Wilcox Monte CarlO 1987 1.18+.02 Air/ground geometry - COG code uwd
Whalen, et d. Monte Carl0 1990 1.190*.005 Air/ground geometry - MCNP4

ud, 1.50 mfllion historiea.

11 Wilcox md Lent, (hf. 8), P. 32.
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point three feet above the ground. The dose buildup factor is the ratio of the totrd
absorbed dose to the absorbed dose from uncollided photons. The angularkerma
rate is directly related to the angdar absorbed dose rate. In the air-over-ground

problem, the nurnericd differencebetweenthe kermarate and absorbed dose rate
in air is negligible,so the two are taken to be equivdent.36

MCNP has now been used to model this fallout problem and compute the dose
buildup factor and agdar kerrnadistribution around a point three feet above
the ground, These resultshave been comptied to the COG restits as we~ as the

experimentedand computationaldata from the previousresearchconducted on this

problem. This previous resemch was compiled by C. W. Garrett in 1968. He
submitted this compilation along with his own Monte Carlo work on the problem
to the ANS StandardsCommittee Compilationof ShieldingBenchmarkProblems.

B. MCNP Problem Model
1. Problem GeometW/Material Compositions. The firststep to modeling

the air-over-growd problem was setting up its basic geometry (see Fig. 5.1). A 1-

km radiusspherewascenteredat the originof a cartesiancoordinatesystemand cut
into two hemispheresby a plane coincidentwith the XY-plane. The upper (Z>O)

hemispherewas filed with air, and the lowerhemispherewas filed with soil. The

~ : p = 1.13 gm/cm3

density and composition (by weightfraction) of the air and soil were taken

h : p = 0.00129~m/cm2 Wei~htRaction

nitrogen : 0.7818
oxygen : 0.2097
argon ., 0.0085

Weight ~actio~

oxygen : 0.34
sodium : 0.01
magnesium : 0.10
aluminum : 0.03

silicon 0.18
sdfur : 0.03

calcium : 0.01

iron . 0.29
nickel : 0.01

to be:

9

36 ~rofioet~.,(%f. 7),P.4.0-4.
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This is the composition of NevadaTest Site soil and air used in mmy ks Alamos

cdcdations.

Three additiond planes par~el to the XY-plane were then placed 6, 12, and
18 cm below it. This spacing was chosenbecause 6 cm is approximatelyone mem
free patMength (MFP) for a 1.33 MeV photon in the soil. The XY-plane w~ the

air/ground interface. A l-km boundary waschosenfor this problem model because
1000 m is approximately ten MFP for 1.33 MeV gamma photons in tir. MCNP
weightwindow calculationsindicatedthat photonsbackscatteredto the originfrom
beyond this distmce would make a negbgible differenceto the dose ratesmeasured

there.
Also, eventhoughthe entirelowerhemisphereof sofiwasincludedin the problem,

ody the soil down to an 18-cm depth contributed measurablephoton b~kscatter
to the origin. The 18-cm plane beneath the soil constituted an “effective” lower
boundary for the problem because the soil beneath it made ody a negligible con-
tribution to dose rates near the origin. After the problem geometry and material

compositions were chosen, the geometry was furthersubdvided into ce~s.

2. Cell Subdivision. Adding fourteen concentric spheres centered at the
origin to the problem geometry w= the first step to partitioningthe problem into
cells. The air hemispherewas then divided into one hemisphericalcell centeredat

the origin and fourteen hemisphericalshell cells radiatingout from the origin (see
Fig. 5.2). The hemisphericalshell ce~s wereeach definedto be the region between
two consecutivespheresabove the XY-plane. Next, the fourteensphereswereused

to partition the soil hemisphereinto ce~s.

The soil cells were defied to be the volumes enclosed by the intersectionsbe
tweenthe fourteenconcentricspheres,the threesoilplanes,the outermostboundary
sphere,md the air/ground interface. The resultantsoil cells were:

1.
2.

3.

4.

hemisphericalshell cells bounded above by the 18-cm soil plane
one hemisphericalcefl bounded above by the 18-cm soil plme and centered

beneath the origin
three disk ceHscenteredon the z-axis betweenthe air/ground interfaceabove

and the hemispherecell below
threelayersof flat concentricring cellsradiatingout from the disk cellstoward

the problem bound~.

9
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The cell subdivision is pictured in Fig. 5.3. One last sphericalcell with a 0.5 cm

radius was centeredon the z-axis three feet (91.44 cm) above the ground. When
the subdivisionwas complete, the problemgeometrycontained142cells. Complete
details of this subdivision are found in the MCNP input file in Table A.6 in the
Appendix.

3. Code Tallies. To obtain the MCNP estimate of the dose buildup factor,
a point detector was placed three feet above the ground at the origin. The flux
estimate of this tally was then modified by an FM card to obtain the energy de-

position per unit volume in air per photon history (MeV/cm3. history), which is
the dose per unit history. The MCNP F5 detector tally automaticallyseparatesits
estimateinto uncollidedphoton flux and total photon flux. With both of theseflux

estimatesmodified to yield dose, the ratio of the totrd dose tally to the uncollided
dose tally was taken to obtain the buildup factor.

An F1 current tally was next placed on a 0.5-cm sphere centered at the point
detector in order to obttin the MCNP angdar kermarate over the smd sphere.

MCNP actuallyW* usedto calculatethe angdar dose rate in air, sincekermarates
and dose rates me virturdlyidenticd there. A Cl card was then used to distribute
the ta~ied currenton the spheresurface into twenty cosine bins rangingfrom -1.0

to 1.0. The agle was taken to be relativeto the vector (0,0,-1) from the detector
point (see Fig. 5.4). The FT1 cmd with the FRV O01 option was used to specify
this vector for the cosine binning.

The currentin each cosine bin was furthermodified by an FM1 card to convert
it into a dose rate and a CM1 card to normalizeit per steradian. The FM1 card

used to convert the currentin each bin into a kermarate (ergs/gm.see) is:

where
a =

atoms=
cm.barn

P =

m=

atomic density of the material the tally surfaceis in (referredto as the
atom density in the MCNP output fle, it is crdcdated by the code)

density of the tally spherematerial,in gm/cm3

materialnumber,as specifiedin the input file.
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To nodze the kermarate of each cosine bin per steradian,it is mdtiplied by

l/2m(cose~+l – cosOi) with a CM1 card (see the CMn section of Chapter 3 in
the MCNP manual). b Garrett’s paper, cos e~+l – cos08 = 0.1. Finally,the tdy

estimate was separated into unco~ded photon kerma rate and scattered photon
kermarate by using the FTl cmd INC option.

4. Isotropic Planar Gamma Source. After the code tties wereestablished,
the MCNP geometryof the uniform60c0 f~lout sourcewascreated. A l-~ r~us

planar disk surface source was centered at the origin on the XY plane. Gamma

photons at 1.17 and 1.33 MeV were isotropicdly emitted with equal probabtiity
unifordy over the source area. This was accomplishedby fist partitioning the
source disk into seventeenrings with an S1card. Next, a histogramsource proba-
bility density was d~ed by an SP card. Ed bin of the histogram assignedthe
correspondingsourcering a probability densitythat increasedhnearlywith the ring
radius,ensuringthat MCNP startedparticlesunifordy from over the sourcearea.

Once the fallout garnmasource geometry was chosen, severalvariance reduction
techniqueswere employed to improve the problem convergence.

5. Variance Reduction. Although the geometry of this model may at first
appear to be simple, the problem is far from trivial. There are great difficulties
with sampling particles and following them through deep penetration into the air
and soil. Particles started from the source close to the origin, as well w those
startednearlyone kilometerawaynearthe boundary,mustdl be correctlysampled.

Contributionsto the problemtdies by ptiticles that travel2 MFP in soil (N 12cm),
m well as by those that travel9 MFP in air (- 900 m), mustbe properly accounted
for. To enable MCNP to convergeto the problem solutionin a reasonableamount
of time, three variancereduction techniqueswere used.

First, importanceswere resignedto the ce~s. An initial set of importancesww

given to the cells, and the problem was then run with a weight-windowgenerator.
The cell weights computed by the generator provided insight into what ce~s in *
the problem were contributingto the tdies. Fromtheseweights,new importances

wereassignedto the ce~s,and the problemwasrerunseveraltimesthereafter.After

eachrun, the importanceswereadjustedby trialand errorto ensurethat eachcell’s
contribution to the tallieswas appropriatelysampled.

Next, a DXTRAN sphere was centered at the F5 point detector. Pmticles far
from the originhad only a very smd probabilityof being scatteredtowardthe point
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detector. The DXTWN spherestatisticallyconcentratedparticlesat the point de-
tector, thusensuringthat contributionsfrom distantpwticles to the point detector
were ttied with adequate statistics in a reasonableamount of time. Specificsof

the DXTWN sphere itself are found in the MCNP input fle at the end of the
chapter.

Finally, the source was bi~ed so MCNP would better sample the areasof the
source which contributed most to the tally scores. This biasing was accomplished
with an SB histogrambias. The bias of each bin of the histogrm correspondedto

a source ring, and was chosenso that:

1. it would act in concert with the importances(not rever= their effect) and

2. the source W= most heavily samplednear the origin.

The source particles nearest the origin contributed the most to the tallies; there-
fore, the biases are greatest there. After these variancereduction techniqueswere
incorporated into the model, the problemwas run to obtain the MCNP predictions

for the dose buildup and angdar kermadistribution.

C. Results and Discussion
1. MCNP Results. MCNP computed a dose buildup factor of 1.190+.005,

comparedto 1.18+0.02for COG.37As seenin Table5.1, previouslycalculateddues
of the dose buildup rangefrom 1.16 to 1.23+0.02, where~ the experimentalvalues
are between 1.15 and 1.38. The MCNP prediction of the dose buildup compares
quite well to both the experimentaland computed resdts. The MCNP resultsfor
the total md scattered angular kerrnarates are found in Fig. 5.5 along with the

correspondingCOG data ad experimentaldata.

In this graph, the angularkermarate is plotted as a function of cosinerelativeto
the vector (0,0,-1) from the point detector. Cos@ <0 denotesskywardanglebins,
and cos @ > 0 denotes groundward angle bins. Since the source is spread upon 0
the ground, there are no uncollided photons coming from the sky. Consequently,

for cos @ <0, ody the scatteredkermarates are seen;whereasboth scatteredand
total rates are seenfor cos ~ >0.

The MCNP/COG agreementfor the total angularkermarates for cos @ >0 is
good. Their agreementfor scatteredkermaratesfor dl @ is not as good. However,

the uncertaintyin the COG data is unknown. The large fluctuationsin the COG
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data for the scatteredratessuggestthat they havea largerelativeerrorwhichcodd

explain the discrepancyin agreement.The MCNP/experimentd agreementin the
total kerma rates is very good. MCNP generally agrees with the experimental
scattered kerma rate data for cos@ < 0. There is a discrepancybetween the two
at cos @ = -0.2, probably causedby a large experimentaluncertaintythere.

2. Experimental/Computational Error. In the 6oCo air-ver-ground r~
\ searchdone by Garrett and earlierinvestigators,severalsourcesof computational

and experimentalerror are present. In the experimentslisted in Table 5.1 (com-
piled by Garrett), point sourcesof isotopes were integratedto representa uniform
fallout field. Garrett estimatedthat this introduced an error of ~5Y0in the exper-

38 Momentsmethod calculations&d not ‘lowimentd valuesof the dose buildup.
the proper problem geometry to be represented,and it is not known exactly how

much error this introduced into the momentsresdts. Similarly,the Monte Carlo

simulationseither &d not properly representthe problem geometryor the uniform
fallout source. Garrett estimatesthat his own Monte Carlo computational error

is no more thm 1070.39Given these experimentaland computational uncertain-
ties, MCNP was able to accurately model the radiation environmentof the 6oCo

I

air-over-groundproblem.

VII. BENCHMARK PROBLEM SIX - HUPMOBILE TLD EXPE~-

1 MENTS
.

A. Problem History and Description

The Hupmobile thermoluminescentdosimeter (TLD) experiments were con-
ducted by E. Goldberg et d. at LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory between 1967 and

1969.40~41In two sepmate experiments,a single point source of gamma or x-rays
wasplaced in air, one meterfrom one end of a tefloncylinderalongits axis (see Fig.

9

38 prOfiO,(Ref.7),P.4.0-13.
39 Ibid,(~f. T),P.4.0-13.
40 E GO]dbeT~,D. J. GrOve~,D. E. Jon=, H. F. Luty, K. F. Petrock,G. A. ‘ohl! ad ‘. ‘.

White, Experiments to Test Vrdidity of SORS-G Monte Carlo Code: 1, AU-198 and CS-137, Lawrence Liv-

ermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCID-121 (1967), p. 1.

41 E. Goldberg, D. J. Groves, D. E. Jones, H. F. Luty, K. F. Petrock, G, A, Pohl, D. H. White, and R. Wor-

ley, Experiments to Test Vtidity of SORS-G Monte Carlo Code, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

Livermore, CA, UCIR-368 (1969), p. 1.
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6.1). SeventeenLiF TLDs were imbedded inside the cylinder at specifiedintetis
on its axis. One norrndzation TLD w= dso plmed two meterskm the end of

the cyfinder along its axis (one meter beyond the source).

The teflon cyhnder and no~ization TLD were then irradiated by the point
source (usu~y for 5-7 days). Six differentpoint source energieswere studied:

198AU: 412 KeV
137CS: 661 KeV

}

Experiment1

60cO: 1.33/1.17 MeV
170Tm: 84 KeV
241Am: 59.6 KeV

1

Experiment2

Sm Ka x-rays: 39.9 KeV

The cyfinder md referenceTLDs registeredthe doses deposited in their locations
in the teflon and air. The cylinderTLDs werethen removedfrom the teflon. Their

doses were read and divided by the norrnfization TLD air dose in order to make
the experimentaldata independentof the source intensity.

The measureddose ratios were then compared to the values predicted for the
experimentby the SOm-G Monte Carlo code. The Hupmobileexperimentswere
carefdly designedto benhmark this then newly developedcode. b 1987,Thom~
Wilcox md Edward Lent used the Hupmobileexperimentaldata to didate their
COG Monte Carlo code.42 MCNP has now been used to model the Hupmobile

experimentsmd predict theirmemureddose ratios. These computedrelativedoses
compared favorably with the COG resdts and experimentaldata.

B. MCNP Problem Model

1. Experimental Arrangement. The layout of this experimentw= fairly
simple. A teflon cylinderWMformed by stackingn-inch diameterteflon disksinto-
a 12-inchcolumn.43SeventeenLiF TLDs were implantedin the diskson their~es

at specifieddepths. This teflon column ww then loaded into an iron canister.

The canisterww constructedfrom an ironcylinderand two steeldiskendplates.44
The cylinder WM 12 in. long, with an inner diameter of 11 in. and a 1/4 in.

42 WUCOXandLent,(%f. 8)$ p. 17.

43 Goldberg, et d. (fif. 3), p. 1.

44 Ibid, p. 9.
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wdl thickness. The upper endplate (which would face the source) WMm 11.5 in.
diameter steel disk which was 3/8 in. thick and had a 5.5 in diameter hole cut
from its center. This hole wm cut to allow some source photons to enter the teflon
directly underneath the endcap, The rear endcap disk on the other end of the
cylinder had an 11.5 in. diameterand was 1/4 in. thick.

When the teflon/iron canisterwas assembled,it was plmed upright upon a ver-
tical stand rising from a concrete floor.45 This stmd was a 12 in. diameterPiPe

that ww 6 ft. tdl and capped by a 1 in. thick micarta disk. Neither the wdl
thicknessof the pipe nor the shape, diameter,nor composition of the micarta disk
were specified. The rear endcap of the TLD cylinder rested flat upon the micarta

disk of the stand.

Finally,the isotope point sourcewu suspendedin themiddle of an aluminumring
one meter above the upper cylinderface.46 The ring size wm not specified. Except

that it had a concrete floor, the experiment~ area was not described. Information
about wdl and ceifing composition and location (or even whetherthis experiment
was done indoors or outdoors) is thereforeunknown.

2. Two MCNP Models. Two separateMCNP models were constructed to
cdcdate the dose ratios of the Hupmobileexperiment. The first model computed

the radiation dose registered by the normalizationTLD in the air. The second

model cdctiated the doses memured by the TLDs in the teflon cylinder. The
teflon doses of the second model were then divided by the air dose of the first to
obtain the dose ratios. Two separatemodels wereused rather thm one because it
was emier to optimize the efficiencyof two problemsthan one combined problem.

3. Air Dose Geometry. A 118.11in. radiuscylinderwm centeredon the
z-axisof a coordinatesystem. This cylinder was parrdlelto the z-axis and was
capped by two planes at z = -85.25 in. and z = 137.80in. This capped cylinder
formed the problem boundary, and the regionbeyond it W- made a void. A teflon
cylinder 12 in. long and 11 in. in diameterw next centeredon the z-axis. This
cylinder was parallel to the z-axis with its upper endplate centeredat the origin.

The teflon cylinder w= then sheathedby a cytindric~ iron shell12 in. long with
an inner dimeter of 11 in. and a quarter-inchwall. The cylinder and shell were

then capped by two iron diskendplates. The endplate at the z = Oend of the teflon

45 Ibid, p. 9.

46 bid, p. 9.
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cylinder w= 3/4 in. thick, 11.5 in. in diameter,and had a 5.5 in. hole cut from its
center. The bottom endcap wu 1/4 in. thick with an 11.5 in. diameter.

The suppoti stmd for the canisterwas then placed betweenthe bottom face of
the lower cytinder endcap and the floor (which w= the z = -85.25 in. boundary
plane). The support stand was formed by a cylindrical iron pipe topped with a

micarta disk. The pipe was 6 ft. long, with an outer diameterof twelveinchesand
a 1/5 in. wd. The micarta disk was 1 in. thick with a 12 in. dimeter. It was
given a teflon composition with a densityof 1.491 g/cm3. The ho~ow space inside
the pipe was tiled with air, as was the space cut out by the hole in the upper
cylinder endplate. The region outside the cylinder and stad assembly(but within
the problem boundary) w= dso filled with air. After this air dose geometry was
constructed, it w= subdivided into cells.

The teflon cylinder was defined by a single ceu. The three iron canistercomp~
nents were e~ described by one ce~. The two parts of the iron stand (iron pipe
and micarta disk) wereeach definedby one cell. The air regioninsidethe iron pipe
stand wss made a cell ~ was the air disk in the upper cylinder endcap. FinMy,

the air region outside the canister/stud assemblyW= divided into six additiond
cells, as described in the air dose input file at the end of the chapter. There w= a
total of fourteen cells.

4. Source/Tallies. A point isotropic source of photons W= placed on the z-
=is one meterabove the upper face of the tefloncylinder. The sourcehad an energy
correspondingto the Hupmobilecase being studied. A ring detector tdy was then
centeredon the z-axis one meter above the sourceto estimatethe dose that would
be registeredby the normdzation TLD in the experiment. The flux estimate of

this ring trdly wm modified by an FM cmd to obtain dose (in MeV/cm3.history).
The input fle for the air dose geometry is found in Table A.7 of the Appendix.

5. Teflon Dose Model. Only the teflon cylinder/iron canisterassemblyand
the point source were included in the teflon dose problem geometry. The canister

support stand was not included becauseit did not significantlytiect the scattered
doses inside the teflon cylinder. The stand was included in the air dose model
becauseit did tiect the normalizationdose in air. The tefloncylinder,iron canister,

and relative placementof the point source were definedin the sme manner~ in

the air dose model.
One differencein the teflon dose geometry was that the teflon cylinder W= cen-

tered at the origin parallelto the x-axis. Also, the problem boundary was a 118.11
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in. sphere (not a cyhnder) centered at the origin. AS in the tir do= g~metv~
the region outside the ctister but insidethe problem boundary wasWed with air.
The teflon dose geometry was then subdivided into cek.

6. CeM Subdivision. The teflon cytinderand iron canisterwere divided into

manymore cek in this model than in the air dose model so that MCNP could more

e~ily trackthe hi@y-scattered photonsinsidethe cyfinderand its iron casing. The

cyhnderand casingweresubdividedinto diskand cylindricalringceh (see Fig. 6.2).
The air disk cut out from the center of the upper canisterendplate dso defineda
cell. The air outside the cylinder but inside the problem boundary was cut into
three ce~s as described in the input ties in Tables A.8 md A.9 in the Appendix.

There was a total of 31 cells.

7. Code ~llies. Seventeenpoint flux estimatorswereplaced inside the teflon
cylinderon its tis. They werepositionedto be wherethe LiF TLDs wereimbedded
in the Hupmobile cylinder. Point detectors were used in the 6oCo, 137CS,lg8Au,
ad ITOTmsource c~es. ~ng detectorswereusedin the 241Amad Sm Ka SOUCe

models. The low-energyphotons from these last two sourcesscatteredmore in the
teflon than the higher-energyphotons of the other four sources. The ring detectors
used with these two sourcesyielded accurate tally estimatesmore efficientlythan

point detectors wotid have. The flux estimateswere converted by an FM card
(with a teflon atom density) into doses. Variuce reduction techniqueswere then
used to optimize the problem efficiency.

8. Variance Reduction. Two variancereduction techniqueswereused in the
teflon dose model. First, importanceswere~signed to the cells by trial and error,
thus enabling MCNP to more effectivelysample the cells’ contributionto the tally
estimates. Next, the point source was bi~ed to start the majority of its particles
into a cone subtendedby the upper cylinder endcap.

Increming the sarnpfingof the source into this cone allowed MCNP to spend
most of its time tracking source particles that contributed the most to the tally

estimates, thus considerably reducing the computer time required for MCNP to
converge to an accurate result for the cylinder doses. After the problem was mn
and these doses were calculated, they were divided by the air normalizationdose

to obtain the MCNP estimatesfor the dose ratios.

m
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B. Results and Discussions

The experimentaland cdctiated dose ratios for each source energy are plotted
in Figs. 6.3 to 6.8. h the upper panel of each figure, the MCNP resultsappear
with the experimentalmeasurements*’~48and the COG data.4g The lower p~el

showsthe differencebetweenthe MCNP and experimentalrelativedoses’,scaledto
the total MCNP standard deviation:

MCNP – EXP

This expressionwill be bounded by +1 when an MCNP dose ratio is within one
stmdard deviation of the correspondingexperimentalratio.

For 6oCo, 137CS,19SAU,ad 170Tm,the agreementbetween MCNP, COG, ~d

the experimentis good. For the 241Amad Sm Ka sources,the a~~ment betw~n

MCNP and the experiment is good for detectors closer to the source. However,
this agreementdrops off after 6 in, into the teflon. The experimentaluncertainty
of the deeper detectors, while neverexplicitly stated, is probably fairly large. This

codd wcount for the discrepancybetweenMCNP and the experimentthere. ~om

these data, it is evident that MCNP accurately models the SORG-G Hupmobile
TLD benchmark.

VIII. SUMMARY

Six families of photon transport benhmark problem have been run with
MCNP4. These photon problem famiheswere &osen as benchmarksbecause they
were dso used to validate the LLNL COG Monte Carlo code and because they
representa wide class of problems. MCNP accurately predicted the andyticd or
experimentalresultsof dl sixteenproblemsin thesesix families. These cdcdations
demonstratethat MCNP can accuratelysimulatea wide class of photon transport

problems.
An MCNP neutronbenchmmk document wi~ soon follow.

4’ fiid, pp. 11-14.
48 Goldberg et d. (Ref. 4), PP. 8-18.

49 Wflcox ad Lent, (Wf. 8), PP. 2&2’.
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Fig. 6.3.
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For a 6oCo source, the u per panel showsrelative dose for a Hupmobile
[]experiment~ measured sofid line and w modeled by MCNP (long dash

line) and by COG (short d~h line . The lowerpanel showsthe difference
betweenMCNP and experiment,as scaledto the total standmd deviation.
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Fig. 6.4.
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For a 137Cssource, the upper panel showsrelative dose for a Hupmobile
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experimentas measured(solid line and ~ modeled by MCNP (long d~h
line) and by COG (short duh line . The lowerpanel showsthe difference
betweenMCNP and experiment,as scaledto the total standarddeviation.
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Fig. 6.5. For a lg8Au source, the upper Pael showsrelativedose for a Hupmobile

1
experimentas measured(solid line and as modeled by MCNP (long dmh
line) and by COG (short dashline . The lowerpanel showsthe difference
betweenMCNP and experiment,as scaledto the total standad deviation.
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1
experimentw measured(solid line md as modeled by MCNP (long d~h
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betweenMCNP and experiment,as scaledto the total standarddeviation.
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experimentw measured(solid line and w modeled by MCNP (long dash
line) ad by COG (short dash line . The lowerpanel showsthe difference
betweenMCNP ad experiment,as scaledto the total standarddeviation.
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mobile experiment = measured (solid line) and m modeled by MCNP
(long dash line) and by COG short dmh line). The lowerpanel showsthe

idifferencebetweenMCNP an experiment,~ scaledto the total standard
deviation.
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APPENDIX:

INPUT FILES FOR BENCHMARKS 1-6
AND MCNP PATCH FILE
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SIMPLE SCATTER INFINITE MEDIUM DHOLLOWELLX-2 APRIL,1990
L

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

THIS MCNP INPUT IS DESIGNED TO WORK WITH A SPECIAL
WRSION OF MCNP THAT ALLOWS FOR A ONE GROUP CROSS
SECTION TO BE SPECIFIED. THIS IS PUT IN AN RDUM
CARD AS TOTAL PHOTON CROSS SECTION, AND AS ABSORPTION
CROSS SECTION. FOR THIS PROBLEM WE SET THE ABSORPTION
CROSS SECTION TO BE 70% OF THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION.

THE CODING THAT CONTAINS THE “FIX” TO MCNP THAT ALLOWS
THIS TO BE ~NE IS CALLED “PATCH” AND “XEQPATCH” SHOULD
RESIDE UNDER THE CFS NODE CONTAINING THIS FILE.

10 +1
2 1 0.597529 -lo
3 1 0.597529 +10 -11
4 1 0.597529 +11 -12
5 1 0.597529 +12 -13
6 1 0.597529 +13 -14
7 1 0.597529 +14 -15
e 1 0.597529 +15 -16
9 1 0.597529 +16 -17

10 1 0.597529 +17 -18
11 1 0.597529 +18 -19
12 1 0.597529 +19 -20
13 1 0.597529 +20 -21
14 1 0.597529 +21 -22
15 1 0.597529 +22 -23
16 1 0.597529 +23 -1

c
c
c

1
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

WE CALCULATE THE ANALYTIC RESULT AT SEVERAL RADII.

so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so

25.
0.3
0.5
0.8
1.
1.5
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Table A.1: Input file for Benchmark One: 30Y0scattering case. The 070 and 90%
scattering cases are doneby modifying the cross sections on the RDUM
card.
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c
c
c
c
c

THE ALTERED VERSION OF THE CODE IS TO BE USED
WITH PHOTON ONLY PROBLEMS. I HAVE TESTED THe
CODE AND ~UND THeRE IS NO ENeRGY OR MATeRIAL
Dependence WITH THE INPUT CROSS SeCTIONS

c
MODE

IMP:P

Ml
SDEF

c
c
c
c
c
c’
c
RDUM

c
FC2

c
F2:P

AREA
c
c

P
o 1. 1.6 1.8 2.2
2.7 4.4 6.2 15. 36.
88. 220. 590. 1500. 3900.
10000.
1001. 1.
ERG-1. Pos- o 0 0

THE FIRST NUMBER IN RDW IS THE
SECOND IS ABSORPTION CROSS
ARE IN UNITS OF BARNS, AND

TOTAL CROSS SECTION,
SECTION ONLY. THESE

THE

~bLTIPLYING THIS NUMBER
BY THE MCNP PARTICLE NUMBERDeNsITy SHOULD GIVE
THE TOTAL MACROSCOPIC CROSS SECTION (l/CM).

1.673565 1.1714955

THIS FLUX MEASUREMENTCOUNTS (COSINE ~IGHTED) THE
PHOTONS CROSSING SPHERES. SINCE WE REALLY WANT
THE TOTAL CROSSING (AND NOT THE # CROSSING / CM**2)
WE FORCE THE AREA OF THESE TALLY SPHERES TO BE 1 CM**2
(WITH THE AREA CARD).

10 121 23
7854. 1 13R

WE REALLY DON’T NEED TO PRINT OUT THE FIRST 50 PARTICLES

c
PRINT -110

NPS 10000

Table Al: (cent)
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1 *IDEm JSH PURE ABSORPTION AND SCA~ER ONLY. J. s. HE~R1cKS 4/5/90
2 ●/ REpLAcE NoNzERo pHo~N cROSS sECTIONS WITH SIGA-RDUM(l), 51Gs-RDuM(2)
3 ./
~ ●/ -------------------------------------------------------------- IMCN
5 ●/ DISABLE ELECTRoNS Am REQUIRE SIMPLE PHOTON PHYSICS.
6 *I,IM.162 LINE 2014 AFTER CALL RDPRoB

7 IF(RDUM(l).NE.O.)THEN
8 CALL ERPRNT(1,2,0,0,0,0,0#ot
9 1 ‘38HPHOTONS HAVE SIGT-RDm(l) /sIGA-RD~(2) ‘)
io IDES-l
11 EMCF(l)=O.
12 ENDIF
13 ./
14 ./ -------------------------------------------------------------- pH~ToT
15 ,/ sET cRoss SECTIONS FOR cOHERENT AND INCOHERENT ~ ZERO;
16 ●/ SET CROSS sECTIONSFOR PHOTOELECTRIC TO CAPTURE - RDUM(l)-RDUM(2)
17 ,/ sET ~TAL CROSS SECTION - RDUM(l)
IE ,l,PT.4E LINE 21779 AFTER LABEL 50
19 IF(RD~(l) .NE.o.)~EN
20 RTC(KRTC+l,IE)-o.
21 RTC(KRTC+2,1E)-O.
22 RTC(KRTC+3, 1E)-RD~(2)
23 RTC(KRTC+4,1E)-RDW(l)
24 ENDIF
25 ●I
26 ●/ - ------------------------------------------------------------- COLIDp
27 ●1 USE PAIR PRODUCTION AS ISOTROPIC SCATTERING.
Z8 ●I,CP.241 LINE 22037 AFTER LABEL 330
29 IF(RDUM(l).NE.O.)THEN
30 CALL 1S0S
31 RETURN
32 ENDIF

Table A.2: Patch~efor BenchmarkProbl~ One andTw. Modificationto MCNP4

to treat photon abmrption ~ photoelectric capture and model isotropic
scatter ~photodectric fluo~cence.
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SIMPLE SPHERE SCATTER DHOLLOWELL X–2 MAY3,1990
c
c THIS MCNP INPUT IS DESIGNED TO WORK WITH A SPECIAL
c VERSION OF MCNP THAT ALLOWS FOR A ONE GROUP CROSS
c SECTION TO BE SPECIFIED. THIS IS PUT IN AN RDUM
c CARD AS TOTAL PHOTON CROSS SECTION, AND AS ABSORPTION
c CROSS SECTION. THE CODING THAT CONTAINS THE “FIX”
c TO MCNP THAT ALLOWS THIS TO BE DONE IS CALLED
c “PATCH” AND “XEQPATCH” SHOULD RESIDE UNDER THE CFS NODE
c CONTAINING THIS FILE.
c IN THIS PARTICULAR INPUT FILE, WE CALCULATE THE
c UNCOLLIDED FLUX AND THE ONCE–COLLIDED-FLUX AT
c VARIOUS DISTANCES IN A VACUUM FROM A 1 CM SPHERE,
c WHERE THE SOURCE IS CENTERED IN THE SPHERE, AND
c THE SPHERE MEAN FREE PATH IS 1 CM. THE RESULTS
c CAN BE COMPARED WITH ANALYTIC CALCULATIONS,
c THIS IS SIMILAR TO THE COG BENCHMARK NUMBER TWO.
c

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
E
9
10
11
12
20

c
c
c
c

1
2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1 0.597529 –2
o +2 -11
0 +11 -12
0 +12 -13
0 +13 -14
0 +14 -15
0 +15 –16
o +16 –17
o +17 -18
0 +18 -19
0 +19 -20
0 +20 -1
0 tl

WHILE THE COG CALCULATIONS ARE ONLY
ONE RADIUS, ONE PLAN TO CALCULATE
RESULT AT SEVERAL RADII.

CALCULATED AT
THE ANALYTIC

so 10.1
so 1.0
so 1.5
so 2.0
so 3.0
so 4.0
so 5.0
so 6.0
so 7.0
so 8.0
so 9.0
so 10.0

Table A.3: bputfilefor Benchmk Two: single spherescatterer,
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c
c
c
c
c
c
MODE
IMP:P

Ml
SDEF

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
RD~

c
FC2

c
Fa:P

c
c
c
c

c

THE ALTERED VERSION OF THE CODE IS TO BE USED
WITH PHOTON ONLY PROBLEMS. I HAVE TESTED THE
CODE AND FOUND THERE IS NO ENERGY OR MATERIAL
DEPE~ENCE WITH THE INPUT CROSS SECTIONS

P
1 1lR O

1001. 1.
ERG-1. Pos- o 0 0

THE FIRST NUMBER IN RDUM IS THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION, THE
SECOND IS ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION ONLY. THESE
ARE IN UNITS OF BARNS, AND MULTIPLYING THIS NUMBER
BY THE MCNP PARTICLE NUMBER DENSITY SHOULD GIVE
THE TOTAL MACROSCOPIC CROSS SECTION (l/CM).

1.673565 1.1714955

THIS FLUX MEASUREMENTCOUNTS (COSINE WEIGHTED) THE
PHOTONS CROSSING SPHERES, AND IT SEPARATES THE FLUX
INTO NEVER COLLIDED (USER BIN O), ONCE COLLIDED (USER
BIN 1), AND MORE-THAN-ONCE-BUT-LESS-THAN-1OO-TIMES
COLLIDED (USER BIN 99). THE SUM OF THESE SHOULD ADD UP TO
THE TOTAL FLUX.

20

THE FIRST RUN OF THIS USED SEVERAL SPHERICAL SURFACE
DETECTORS TO GET THE TALLY, BUT AS IT TURNS OUT, THESE
TALLIES ARE CORRELATED, SO ONE DETECTOR WORKS AS WELL

AS TEN
c F2:P 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
L

FU2 o 1 99
FT2 INC
FQ2 UFD

c
FC5 THIS FLUX MEASUREMENT COUNTS (COSINE WEIGHTED) THE

PHOTONS DIRECTED TOWARDS RING DETECTORS IN THE X-Y
PLANE, AND IT SEPARATES THIS FLUX INTO NEVER COLLIDED
(USER BIN O), ONCE COLLIDED (USER BIN 1), AND MORE-THAN-
ONCE–BUT–LESS–THAN-lOO-TIMES COLLIDED (USER BIN 99). THE
SUM OF THESE SHOULD ADD UP TO THE TOTAL FLUX.

c F5Z:P O. 2. .0 0. 4. .0 0. 6. .0 0. 8. .0 0. 10. .0 ND
c

FU5 o 1 99
FT5 INC
FQ5 UFD

c
c WE ALSO WANT TO TRY COLINEAR POINT DETECTORS
c

F5:P O. 2. .0 0. O. 4. .0 0. 0. 6. .0 0.
0. 8. .00. 0. 10. .0 0. ND

c
c WE WANT TO CHANGE THE INPUT RANDOM NUMBER
c
c DBCN 598218421
c
PRINT -110

NPS 100000

Table A.3: (cent)
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INFINITE MEDIA PROBLEN: ALUMINUM AT 1.0 MEV
1 1 -2.699 16 -2
; 1 -2.699 2 -3
3 1 -2.699 3 ‘4
4 1 -2.699 4 -5
5 1 -2.699 5 -6
6 1 -2.699 6 -7
7 1 -2.699 7 -8
8 1 -2.699 15 -9
9 1 -2.699 9 -10
10 1 -2.699 10 -11
11 0 11
12 1 -2.699 8 -12
13 1 -2.699 12 -13
14 1 -2.699 13 -14
15 1 -2.699 14 -15
16 1 -2.699 -16

2 SO 6.044
3 SO 12.088
4 SO 18.132
5 SO 24.176
6 SO 30.220
7 SO 36.264
8 SO 42.308
9 so 150
10 so 200
11 so 400
12 so 45
13 so 50
14 so 55
15 SO 60
16 SO .03

MODE P E
IMP:P,E 1 1 1.5 2.5 4 9 16 8 320 120 60 24 24 12 6 1
SDEF ERG-1.O
*F12:P 2
E12 .05 .1 .15 .2 .25 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .9999 100
EM12 2.49565E4 5R 1.24782E4 6R 1.24782E1
FQ12 E F
●F22:P 3
E22 .05 .1 .15 .2 .25 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .9999 100
EM22 2.71355E5 5R 1.35677E5 6R 1.35677E2
FQ22 E F
●F42:P 5
E42 .05 .1 .15 .2 .25 .3 .4’.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .9999 100
EM42 8.02022E6 5R 4.O1O11E6 6R 4.O1O11E3
FQ42 E F
●F72:P 8
E72 .05 .1 .15 .2 .25 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .9999 100
EH72 4.93339e8 5R 2.46670E8 6R 2.46670e5
FQ72 E F
●F92:P 2 3 4 56 7 8
e92 .05 .1 .15 .2 .25 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .9999 100
FQ92 E F
●F122:P 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
e122 .05 .1 .15 .2 .25 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .g .gggg 100
FT122 INC
FU122 O 1 2 3 4 5 6 1000000 T
FQ122 U E F
PHYS:P .001 0 1
PHYS:e 8J O
Ml 13027 1
c Ml 82000.01
PRINT
NPS 25000

Table A.4: Input file for BenchmarkThree: Inhitemeda problem Alatl.OMeV.
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GWA RAY sKYSHINE EXPERIMENT D HoLLOWELL 3/90
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
31
40
41
42
43

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
c
30
c
31
32
40
41
42

THIS MCNP FILE IS AN ATTEMPT TO RECREATE THE G-A
RAY SKYSHINE EXPERIMENT OF NASON, SHULTIS, FAW AND
CLIFFORD, NUC. SCI. & ENGINEERING 79 (1981), P 404.
THIS INPUT DECK SHOULD MODEL AN APPROXIMATELY 150
DEGREE UPWARD CONE GWA RAY SOURCE, FROM COBALT 60.
WE MEASURE THE DOSE AT 100 M INTERVALS FROM THE SOURCE,
OUT TO 700 M, AND WE MEASURE IT AT 50 M. WE USE
RING DETECTORS FOR THIS MEASUREMENT.

THE MAJORITY OF EFFORT IN SETTING UP THIS PROBLEM IS
GETTING A GOOD GEOMETRY TO GIVE GOOD WEIGHT TO THE
DETECTED PHOTONS.

THE REGION DIRECTLY ILLUMINATED BY THE SOURCE IS
DIVIDED INTO CONCENTRIC SPHERES. THE REGION ABOVE
THE GROUND INDIRECTLY ILLUMINATED IS DIVIDED INTO
A SET OF NEST&ED CONES, ALL WITH - 150 DEGREE
OPENING. THE GROUND IS DIVIDED INTO THREE LAYERS.

1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 -.001124

0
1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 –.001124
1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 -.001124
1 –.001124
o
0
2 -2.6
2 -2.6
2 -2.6

-1 +? -20 #31
+1 -2 +7 -20
t2 –3 +7 -20
+3 -4 +7 -20
+4 -5 +7 –20

+5 –6 +7 -20
+6: -42 : +26

-1 +7 +20
+1 -6 +7 +20 –21

–6 +7 +21 –22
-6 +7 +22 –23
-6 +7 +23 -24
-6 +7 +24 –25
-6 +7 +25 -26

+7 +30 -31 -32
-7 +42 -31

-6 -7 +31 t40
-6 –40 +31 +41
-6 -41 +31 +42

so
so
so
so
so
so
Pz
KZ
KZ
KZ
KZ
KZ
KZ
KZ
Cz
Cz
Cz
Cz
Pz
Pz
Pz
Pz

3000.
13000.
35000.
55000.
75000.

100000.
0.
-60. 20.346

–665. 20.346
-2882. 20.346
-7759. 20.346

-12193. 20.346
–16627. 20.346
-22169. 20.346
125.
117.75
129.41
217.5
229.
-3.
-6.
–9.

+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

A CONCENTRIC
A Concentric
A CONCENTRIC
A CONCENTRIC
A CONCENTRIC

SPHERICAL SHELL
SPHERICAL SHELL
SPHERICAL SHELL
SPHERICAL SHELL
SPHERICAL SHELL

AN OUTER BOUNDARYTO THE PROBLEM
THE GROUND/AIR INTERFACE
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 217cM
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 3000CM
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 13000CM
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 35000CM
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 55000CM
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 75000CM
CONE WITH XY PLANE RADIUS 1000OOCM
COLUMATION SILO INNER DIMETER
COLUMATION SILO INNER DIMETER
COLUMATION SILO INNER DIAMETER
COLUMATION SILO OUTER DIWETER
PLANE AT THE TOP OF THE SILO
UNDERGROUNDPLANE FOR PHOTON IMP.
UNDERGROUNDPLANE FOR PHOTON IMP.
UNDERGROUNDPLANE FOR PHOTON IMP.

Table A.5: Input file for BenchmarkFour: Garomaskyshineexperiment.
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c THE IMPORTANCES HAVE BEEN FOUND, MORE OR LESS, BY TRIAL AND ERROR
IMP:P 1 1.7 2 3.3 6.7 17. 0

10. 2.0 3 7.0 27. 100. 400.
0. 0. 2. 4. 6.

c
c MATERIAL #l IS DRY AIR, AND #2 IS DIRT
c

Ml 6012.c .000125 7014.c .686910 8016.c .301248 18040.c .011717 ‘
M2 8016.c .46133 14028.c .28038 13027.c .08272

26056.c .05598 20040.c .04126 11023.c .02346
c

MODE P
c
c

SDEF POS - 0. 0. 198. ERG = D1
SC1 FOR COBALT 60 PHOTONS
S11 L 1.173 1.322

SP1 D
F5Z:P

c
c
c
c
F15Z:P
F25Z:P
F35Z:P
F45Z:P
F55Z:P
F65Z:P
F75Z:P

1. 1.
100. 5000. 99.

THE RING DETECTORS ARE SET UP TO
LATER BE UNDERSTWD IN TERMS OF

100. 10000. 99.
100. 20000. 99.
100. 30000. 99.
100, 40000. 99.
100. 50000. 99.
100. 60000. 99.
100. 70000. 99.

GI~ DOSE, WHICH WILL
DOSE/SOURCE STRENGTH

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

NOTE THAT MCNP WILL GIVE FLUX AS l/CM**2, PER SOURCE PARTICLE.
TO CHANGE THIS TO A DOSE WE USE THE FLUX MULTIPLIER CARD “FM”.
FOR A GI~N # TALLY, THE FM CARD FM# RHO M ‘5 –6” WILL
PRODUCE A TALLY WITH DOSE UNITS MEV/CM**3. IN THIS CARD “RHO”
IS THE NUMBER DENSITY (#/(CM*BARN)) OF THE ABSORBING PARTICLES
AND “M” IS THE MATERIAL NUMBER OF THE ABSORBING PARTICLEs. THE
-5 AND -6 SPECIFY TO INCLUDE (RESPECTIVELY) THE INTERACTION
CROSS SECTION AND THE HEATING FRACTION. THIS ‘FM” CARD PROVIDES
RESULTS IN MEV/CM**3 PER HISTORY, AND WE WANT, FOR INSTANCE,
[RD/HISTORY]. SINCE 1 RAD - 100 ERG/G WE CAN COWERT THE
NUMBER PRODUCED BY THIS ~FM~ CARD TO IRAD~ISTORY] BY MULTIPLYING
THE TALLY RESULT BY
[[1.602E-6(ERG@Ev)] * [l(RAD)/100(ERG/G))] /

[MASS DENSITY (G/CM**3)]}
WHICH IS 1.43E–05 IF THE DENsITY IS .0011 G/cM**3 ... THIS
MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR TAKES MEV/CM**3/HISTORY TO RADfiISTORY.
IN THE CASE OF NASON SHULTIS AND FAW, THEY WANTED AN ANSWER IN
MICRORAD/HOUR/CI (WHERE CI IS SOURCE STRENGTH IN CURIES). FOR A
666 CI SOURCE, THEN, TO COWERT FROM RADfiISTORY TO MICRORAD/HR/CI
WE MULTIPLY FURTHER, BY A FACTOR:
( [3.7E+10((HIsToRY/sEc)/(cI))] ● [666(cI)] * [3600(sEc/HR)] ●

[1.E+06(MICRORAD/RAD)I ) / [666(cI)]
WHICH IS 1.332E+20 ... THIS CONVERTS RAD/HISTORY TO MICRORAD/
HR/CI. WE MULTIPLY THESE T~ FACTORS TOGETHER TO GET THE
MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR THAT CONVERTS THE “FM” CARD’S MEV/CM**3
TO MICRORAD/HR/CI, THIS FINAL MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR IS 1.905E+15

Table A,5: (cent)
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FM5
FM15
FM25
FM35
FM45
FM55
FM65
FM75
c
c
c
CUT: P
c
NPS

4.541E-05
4.541E-05
4.541E-05
4.541E-05
4.541E-05
4.541E–05
4.541E-05
4.541E-05

1 -5 -6
1 -5 -6
1 –5 -6
1 -5 –6
1 -5 -6
1 -5 -6
1 –5 -6
1 -5 -6

THE MW ENERGY PHOTONS ARE NOT WORTH THE BOTHER
SINCE THEY ARE BE~W THE DETECTOR RESPONSE FUNCTION CUTOFF
1.E+33 0.0399

20000

Table A.5: (cent)
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C060 BENCHMARKPROBLEM
c THIS MCNP BENCHMARK PROBLEM MODELS THE RADIATION DOSE RECEI~D
c AT THREE FEET ABOVE AN ESSENTIALLY INFINITE PLANE SOURCE OF COBALT-
C 60 UNIFORMLY SPREAD OVER A FIELD. THIS PROBLEM IS MODELLED BY GEN-
C ERATING A DISK PLANE SOURCE OF ISOTROPIC 1.1725 AND 1.33 MEV(EQUI-
C PROBABLE) GAMMARAYS WHICH IS CENTERED AT THE ORIGIN. THIS DISK
c SOURCE HAS A ONE-KILOMETER RADIUS AND IS CENTERED AT THE ORIGIN-THE
c ENTIRE PROBLEM IS BOUNDED BY A ONE-KILOMETER RADIUS SPHERE CENTERED
c AT THE ORIGIN WHICH IS CUT INTO TWO HEMISPHERES BY THE PLANE SOURCE.
c THE HEMISPHERE ABOVE THE SOURCE IS FILLED WITH AIR AND THE HEMI-
C SPHERE BELOW THE SOURCE IS FILLED WITH SOIL. THE SOIL AND AIR DEN-
C SITIES ARE TAKEN AS 1.13 G/CM3 AND 0.00129 G/CM3, RESPECTIVELY,
c FROM PROFIO, ET AL., IN THE ORNL RADIATION BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS,
c CHAPTER FOUR. THE PROBLEM IS FURTHER BROKEN INTO CONCENTRIC HEM-
C ISPHERICAL SHELL CELLS IN THE AIR AND HEMISPHERICAL SHELLS CUT BY
c PLANES IN THE SOIL-THESE PLANES ARE 5-6 CM APART AND ARE PARALLEL
c TO THE SOURCE PLANE. 5–6 CM IS THE MEAN FREE PATH LENGTH OF CO-
C 60 GAMMARAYS IN THE SOIL–THE HEMISPHERICAL SHELLS ABO~ AND BE-
C LOW THE GROUND ARE 100 M APART, WHICH IS THE MFP OF THESE GAMMAS
c IN AIR.

1 2 -.00129 1 19 -5
2 1 -1.13 -1 2 19 -5
3 1 -1.13 -2 3 19 -5
4 1 -1.13 -3 4 19 -5
5 2 -.00129 1 5 -6
6 1 -1.13 -1 2 5 –6
7 1 -1.13 -2 3 5-6
8 1 -1.13 -3 4 5–6
9 2 -.00129 1 6 -7

10 1 -1.13 -1 2 6 -7
11 1 -1.13 -2 3 6 -7
12 1 -1.13 –3 4 6 -7
13 2 -.00129 1 7 -e
14 1-1.13 -1 2 7-8
15 1 -1.13 -2 3 7 –8
16 1 -1.13 -3 4 7 -8
17 2 -.00129 1 e -9
18 1 -1.13 -1 2 8 -9
19 1 -1.13 -2 3 8 -9
20 1 –1.13 –3 4 8 -9
21 2 -.00129 1 9 -lo
22 1 -1.13 -1.2 9 -lo
23 1 -1.13 -2 3 9 -10
24 1 -1.13 -3 4 9 –10
25 2 -.00129 1 10 -11
26 1 -1.13 -1 2 10 -11
27 1 -1.13 -2 3 10 -11
28 1 -1.13 -3 4 10 -11
29 2 –.00129 1 11 –12
30 1 -1.13 -1 2 11 -12
31 1 –1.13 -2 3 11 -12
32 1 -1.13 -3 4 11 -12
33 2 -.00129 1 12 -13
34 1 -1.13 -1 2 12 -13
35 1 –1.13 –2 3 12 -13
36 1 -1.13 -3 4 12 -13
37 2 -.00129 1 13 -14
38 1 -1.13 -1 2 13 -14
39 1 -1.13 -2 3 13 –14
40 1 -1.13 –3 4 13 -14
41 0 14:-23
42 2 -.00129 1 -15 #142
43 1 -1.13 –1 2 -15
44 1 -1.13 -2 3 -15
45 1 -1.13 –3 4 -15

Table A.6: Input fle for BenchmarkFive: Airover~omd.
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46 1 -1.13 -4 20 -15
47 1 -1.13 -20 21 -15
48 1 -1.13 -21 22 -15
49 1 -1.13 -22 23 –15
50 1 -1.13 -23 -15
51 2 -.00129 1 15 -16
52 1 -1.13 -1 2 15 -16
53 1 -1.13 -2 3 15 -16
54 1 -1.13 -3 4 15 -16
55 1 -1.13 -4 20 15 -16
56 1 -1.13 -20 21 15 -16
57 1 -1.13 –21 22 15 –16
58 1 -1.13 -22 23 15 -16
59 1 -1.13 -23 15 -16
60 2 -.00129 1 16 -17

61 1 -1.~3 -1 2 16 -17
62 1 -1.13 -2 3 16 -17
63 1 -1.13 -3 4 16 -17
64 1 -1.13 –4 20 16 -17
65 1 -1.13 -20 21 16 -17
66 1 -1.13 –21 22 16 –17
67 1 -1.13 -22 23 16 -17
68 1 -1.13 -23 16 -17
69 2 -.00129 1 17 -18
70 1 -1.13 -1 2 17 –18
71 1 -1.13 ‘2 3 17 –18
72 1 -1.13 -3 4 17 -18
73 1 -1.13 -4 20 17 -18
74 1 -1.13 -20 21 17 -18
75 1 -1.13 -21 22 17 -18
76 1 -1.13 -22 23 17 -18
77 1 -1.13 -23 17 –18
78 2 -.00129 1 18 -19
79 1 -1.13 –1 2 18 –19
80 1 -1.13 -2 3 18 -19
81 1 -1.13 –3 4 18 –19
82 1 -1.13 -4 20 18 -19
83 1 -1.13 -20 21 18 -19
84 1 -1.13 -21 22 18 –19
85 1 -1.13 -22 23 18 –19
86 1 -1.13 -23 18 –19
87 1 -1.13 -4 20 19 -5
88 1 -1.13 -20 21 19 -5
89 1 -1.13 -21 22 19 -5
90 1 -1.13 -22 23 19 –5
91 1 -1.13 -23 19 -5
92 1 -1.13 -4 20 5 -6
93 1 -1.13 -20 21 5 –6
94 1 -1.13 -21 22 5 -6
95 1 -1.13 -22 23 5 -6
96 1 -1.13 -23 5 -6
97 1 -1.13 -4 20 6 -7
98 1 -1.13 -20 21 6 -7
99 1 -1.13 -21 22 6 -7

100 1 -1.13 -22 23 6 -7
101 1 -1.13 -23 6 -7
102 1 -1.13 -4 20 7 -8
103 1 -1.13 -21 22 7 -8
104 1 –1.13 –22 23 7 –8
105 1 -1.13 -23 7 -8
106 1 –1.13 –4 20 8 –9
107 1 -1.13 -20 21 8 -9
108 1 –1.13 -21 22 8 -9
109 1 -1.13 –22 23 8 -9
110 1 -1.13 -23 8 -9
111 1 -1.13 -4 20 9 -lo
112 1 -1.13 -20 21 9 -lo
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113 1 –1.13 -21 22 9 -lo
114 1 -1.13 -22 23 9 -10
115 1 -1.13 -23 9 -10
116 1 -1.13 -4 20 10 -11
117 1 –1.13 –20 21 10 –11
118 1 -1.13 -21 22 10 -11
119 1 -1.13 -22 23 10 -11
120 1 -1.13 -23 10 -11
121 1 -1.13 -4 20 11 -12
122 1 -1.13 –20 21 11 -12
123 1 -1.13 -21 22 11 -12
124 1 –1.13 -22 23 11 -12
125 1 –1.13 -23 11 -12
126 1 -1.13 -4 20 11 -12
127 1 -1.13 -20 21 11 -12
128 1 -1.13 -21 22 11 –12
129 1 -1.13 -22 23 11 -12
130 1 -1.13 -23 11 -12
131 1 –1.13 -4 20 12 –13
132 1 -1.13 –20 21 12 –13
133 1 –1.13 –21 22 12 –13
134 1 ‘1.13 -22 23 12 -13
135 1 –1.13 -23 12 -13
136 1 -1.13 -4 20 13 -14
137 1 -1.13 -20 21 13 –14
138 1 –1.13 -21 22 13 -14
139 1 -1.13 -22 23 13 -14
140 1 -1.13 –23 13 –14

141 1 –1.13 -20 21 7 -8
142 2 -.oo12g -24

1 Pz o
2 PZ –6
3 Pz -12
4 PZ -18
5 SO 1E4
6 SO 2E4
7 SO 3E4
8 SO 4E4
9 SO 5E4
10 so 6E4
11 SO 7E4
12 so 8E4
13 so 9E4
14 SO 1E5
15 SO 2E2
16 SO 1E3
17 SO 3E3
18 SO 5E3
lg SO 7E3
20 PZ -24
21 Pz -30
22 PZ -36
23 PZ -42
24s Oogl.A4 .5

*

Table A.6: (cent)
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MODE P
c IMPORTANCES: THE IMPORTANCES OF THE CELLS WERE ORIGINALLY
c TAILORED TO DECREASE BY A FACTOR OF TWO FOR EVERY MEAN FREE PATH
c LENGTH FURTHER AWAY FROM THE ORIGIN THE CELL IS. HOWEVER, THE IM-
C PORTANCES WERE LATER MODIFIED TO EQUALIZE PARTICLE POPULATIONS(TO
c WITHIN A FACTOR OF TEN OF ONE ANOTHER) IN EACH CELL.
IMP:P 2 1.21 .233 .113 .609

.377 .0213 .0312 .168 .0463
1.94E-3 1.57E-3 .0643 .0121 1.43E-3
IE-4 .0275 7E-3 IE-4 IE-4
.0175 IE-3 IE-4 IE-4 5.39E-3
6.51E-4 3.32E-4 IE-3 3.05E-3 3E-3
2E-3 2E-3 2.52E-3 1.02E-4 IE-4
IE-3 IE-3 IE-4 IE-4 IE-4
O 1E4 1.14E4 1343 538.3
976 193 44.44 92.51 100
513 955 36.7 7.42 .562
.209 .1 1 2E-3 36.06
37.79 .446 .150 .113 .0766
.0326 .1 1 8.78 12.52
.259 .122 .0551 .011 .0138
.1 1 4.03 3.06 .444
.0571 6.56E-3 5.45E-3 7.10E-3 IE-2
.1 .0506 4.17E-3 5.78E-4 IE-3
.01 6.03E-3 3.72E-4 4.04E-4 3.28E-4
.001 9.45E-4 3.012E-3 1.53E-3 IE-3
IE–4 40R 1E4

SDEF SUR-1 DIR- D3 RAD-D2 ERG-D1
S13
SP3
S11
SP1
c
c
c
c
c
S12

SP2
SB2

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
DD
c
c

H -1 1
D 0.0 1.0
L 1.1725 1.33
D 1.0 1.0

SOURCE BIASING: THE SOURCE WAS BROKEN INTO SEVENTEEN CONCENTRIC
RINGS FOR STATISTICAL BIASING. THE TWO INNER RINGS WERE CHOSEN TO
MATCH THE FIRST TWO COSINE BINS FOR THE KERMA TALLY TO IMPROVE THEIR
STATISTICS. THE BIASES THEMSELVES WERE CHOSEN ORIGINALLY ACCORDING
TO A l/R DISTRIBUTION AND THEN SOFTENED BY TRIAL AND ERROR.

A O 68.58 121.92 200 1000 3000 4000 5E3 1E4 2E4 3E4 4E4 5E4
6E4 7E4 8E4 9E4 IE5

O .006858 .012192 .02 .10 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 70 100 150 200 120 32 8 3.3 1.3 .4 .28 .11 .060 .023
.013 .00075 .0004

A POINT DETECTOR WAS PLACED 91 CM(3 FT) ABOVE THE GROUND
AT THE ORIGIN–ITS TALLY WAS THEN MULTIPLIED BY AN FM CARD AS
SHOWN ~ OBTAIN THE DOSE ABSORBED ThERE. THIS WAS DONE TO OBTAIN
THE DOSE BUILDUP FACTOR.
F5:P o 0 91.44 1
FM5 5.20704E–5 2 -5 -6
FQ5 S F
o
TO CALCULATE THE ANGULAR KERMA RATE PER STERADIAN BY COSINE BINS,
A DXTRAN SPHERE WAS USED TO STATISTICALLY CONCENTRATE PARTICLES
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c NEAR A .5 CM SPHERICAL SHELL CENTERED ~REE FEET ABOVE THE GROUND
c AT THE ORIGIN. COSINE TALLIES WERE THEN TAKEN OF THE ANGULAR DOSE
c RECEIVED OVER THE SPHERE, AND THESE COSINES WERE RELATIVE TO A
c NORMAL VECTOR TO THE PLANE SOURCE POINTING UPWARD ALONG THE ZJAXIS.
c THE KERMA RATE WAS OBTAINED BY MULTIPLYING EACH COSINE BIN BY
c 1.59155 TO DIVIDE BY STERADIANS AND THEN MULTIPLIED BY 1317.25 ~
c OBTAIN THE KERMA RATE IN BACH BIN--HOW THESE CONSTANTS WERE DETERMINED
c CAN BE SEEN IN THE HELP FILE IN THE SUBDIRECTORY CONTAINING THIS INPUT
c FILE. THE F1 TALLY WAS FURTHER SUBDIVIDED INTO INTO COLLIDED AND UN-
C COLLIDED FLUX USING THE FT1 OPTION WITH THE FU1 O 999 CARD, WHICH
c TALLIES PARTICLES WHICH HAVE NOT COLLIDED AT ALL AND THOSE WHICH HAVE
c COLLIDED BETWEEN 1 AND 999 TIMES.
c

THE COSINE BIN NORMALVECTOR WAS
ALSO SPECIFIED WITHE FT1 CARD FRV OPTION.

DXT:P O 0 91.44 1E-10 .501 IE-29 IE-30
F1:P 24
cl -.9 -.8-.7 -.6 -.5-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .91T
CM1 1.59155 19R
ml c u
FM1 1317.25 2 –5 -6
FT1 FRVO 01 INC
FU1 0999
PRDMP 2J 1
Ml 8016 -0.34

11023 -0.01
12000 -0.10
13027 -0.03
14000 -0.18
16032 –0.03
20000 -0.01
26000 -0.29
28000 -0.01

M2 7014 -0.7818
8016 –0.2097
18000 -0.0073
12000 -0.0012

PRINT –140
NPS 1500000

m

Table A.6: (cent)
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;:
3-
4-
5-
6-
7-

::
lo-
11-
12-
13-
i4-
15-
16-
17-
18-
19-
20-
21-
22-
23-
24-
25-
26-
27-
26-
29-
30-
31-
32-
33-
34-
35-
36-
37-
38-
39-
40-
4f -
42-
43-
44-
45-
46-
47-
48-
49-
50-
51-
52-
53-
54-
55-
56-
57-

tld cobalt benchmark problem
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

1
c
c
c

21
22
23

c
c
c

51
52
53

c
c
c
101

c
c
c

201
202
203
204
205
206

c
c
c

1
2
3

c
21
22
23

0

2
3
1

2
2
2

1

3

:
3
3
3

This ffle uses mcnp
experiment. at the
the air detector . .
ff the answer I get

to model the hupmoblle
moment it’s purpose +s to model

with the purpose of seeing
Is the same as Dan Whalens”s

answer . . . unfortunately all previous answers
show the mcnp ratio (teflon dose)/(air dose) to
be consistently large. Perhaps the air dose we
have been getting Is too small.

I shall deffne the or{gin to lie at the top (source
side) of the teflon in the teflon cannfster. on the
cannister axis - the z-axis. The source then l~es at
+1 meter in the z direction. Everthing wtll have
cylindrical symmetry about the z-axis.

the outer boundary

-1 : +2 : +3

the cannister stand

-7.874 -2f +22 +
-0.00125 -22 +
-4.494 -21

the steel cannister

-7.674 -51 +52
-7.874 +24 -53
-7.674 -52 +53

the teflon block

-2.1 -52 +53

the air

-0.00125 +1 -24
-0.00125 -51 +24
-0.00125 -51 +52
-0.00125 +51 -201
-0.00125 +201 -202
-0.00t25 +202 -2

pz -216.535 s
pz +350.
Cz +3W. ;

Cz 15.24 $
Cz 14.74 $
pz -33.655 s

-56

-23
-23
+23

+57

+56

-3 +21
-3 +55
-57
-3

:;

-24

-55
-55
-55

$ micarta

t l/4M + 12”) the floor.-
an arb$trary ceiling
an arbitrary wall

outer d~ameter of pipe/stand (6W)
arbttrary id. of pipe/stand m

pipe/mfcarta Interface -( 12tl/4+l)a

Table A.7: Input fle for BenchmarkSix: Hupmobileair dose geomet~.
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58-
59-
60-
61-
62-
63-
64-
65-
66-
67-
68-
69-
70-
71-
72-
73-
74-
75-
76-
77-
78-
79-
80-
81-
82-
83-
84-
85-
86-
87-
88-
89-
90-
91-
92-
93-
94-
95-
96-

::-
99-

loo-
1o1-
1o2-
1o3-
fo4-
1o5-
1o6-
1o7-
108-
to9-
11o-
111-
112-
113-
114-
115-

24
c

51
52
53

c
55
56
57

c
201
202

mode p
c

imp:p

c
sdef

Sil
Spl

c
c
c
c
c
c

pz -31.115 $

pz 0.9525 s
pz o. s

-30.48 $
s~;face 24 (pz -31.115) Is

Cz 14.605 s
Cz 13.97 $
Cz 6.985 s

pz 50. $
pz 150. s

o
111
111
1
111 111

pos= o. 0. +100.
erg= dl s 60

1 1.1725 1.322

m4carta/cannister Interface -12.25”

top of steel canntster (3/8”)
cannister top/teflon interface
cannist. bottom/teflon Interface 12”
the cannister/micarta interface
cannister outer bdy. (5.75”)
Cannister inner bdy. (5.5”)
cannlster faceplate hole (2.75”)

plane through source
plane at air detector

co

d 1.
erg= 0.661.
erg= 0.4i2
erg= 0.084
erg? 0.0596
erg= 0.0399

c the 2. ~g/cc LIF
c
fm15 5.20704e-5

ft5:p o. 0. 2N
fm5 5.20704e
f5Z:D 200. 1

c
c

ml

c
m2

c
m3

c
m4

c
c
c
c
nps

tef
6000 .333
9019 .667

26000 IF;
afr

70f4 -0.7818
8016 -0.2097

18000 -0.0073
12000 -0.0012

LIF
3006
‘3007
9019 .5

s 137
S 198
s 170

Cs
4U
Tm

$ 241 Am
$ Sa K-alpha

doae factor shouldbe 9.75066e-2 4 -5 -6

4 -5 -6
1

4 . -5 -6
.1

.0375

.4625

note that 1 have made micarta in the same way COG/Wilcox
made it . . . they used teflon at 0.71 teflongs density

10000

Table A.7: (cent)
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1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-
7-
8-

1::
11-
12-
13-
14-
15-
16-
17-
18-
19-
20-
21-
22-
23-
24-
25-
26-
27-
28-
29-
30-
31-
32-
33-
34-
35-
36-
37-
38-
39-
40-
41-
42-
43-
44-
45-
46-
47-
48-
49-
50-
51-
52-
53-
54-
55-
56-
57-
58-
59-
60-

TLD COBALTBENCHMARKPROBLEM
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

;

:
5
6
7
8

1:
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1
2
3
4

2
7
8

1:
11
12
13
14

THIS FILE USES MCNP TO MODEL THE HUP~BILE THERMO-
LUMINESCENTDOSIMETERRADIATIONEXPERIMENT. THIS EXPERI-
MENT CONSISTEDOF A POINTRADIATIONSOURCEAND A TEF~N CYLIN-
DER 1 FT LONG WITH 17 LIF TLDS IMBKDDEDALONGITS AXIS AT SPEC-
IFIED INTERVALS. THE POINT SOURCEWAS LOCATED1 METER FROM ONE
EDGE OF THE CYLINDERALONG ITS AXIS.

THE TEFLONCYLINDERHAS STEELWALLS 1/4 INCHTHICKAND WAS
DIVIDEDINTO CELLS THAT WERE DISKS AMNG ITS AXIS AND RINGSCON-
CENTRICWITH THESE DISKS. THE CELLSWERE 2.54 CM THICKALONG
THE AXIS--THISIS APPROXIMATELY1 MFP OF GAMWAS IN TEFLON. A
TEN-METERSPHERECENTEREDAT THE CENTEROF THE CYLINDERFORMED
THE BOUNDARYOF THE PROBLEM.
2 -7.874-14 12 -18
2 -7.874-13 15 16 -18
3 -0.00~25-13 15 -16
1 -2.1 -12 10 -16
1 -2.1 -10 8 -16
1 -2.1 -8 6 -16
1 -2.1 -6 4 -16
1 -2.1 -4 2 -16
1 -2.1 -2 1 -16
1 -2.1 -1 3 -16
1 -2.1 -3 5 -16
1 -2.1 -5 7 -16
1 -2.1 -7 9 -16
1 -2.1 -9 11 -16
1 -2i; -11 13 -16
0
1 -2.1 13 -9 16 -17
1 -2.1 9 -5 16 -17
1 -2.1 5 -1 16 -17
1 -2.1 1 -4 16 -17
1 -2.1 4 -8 16 -17
1 -2.1 8 -12 16 -17
3 -0.00125-15 -19
3 -0.0012515 18 -14 -19
3 -0.0012514 -19
2 -7.87413 -9 17 -18
2 -7.8749 -5 17 -18
2 -7.8745 -1 17 -18
2 -7.8741 -4 17 -18
2 -7.8744 -8 17 -18
2 -7.8748 -12 17 -18

Px o
Px 2.54
PX -2.54
PX 5.08
PX -5.08
PX 7.62
PX -7.62
PX 10.16
PX -10.16
PX 12.70
PX -12.70
PX 15.24
PX -15.24
PX 15.875

15 PX -16.193

a

Table A.8: Input file for BenchmarkSix: Hupmobile60Coteflon dose geometry.
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61-
62-
63-
64-
65-
66-
67-

::-
70-
71-

;:-

;:-
76-

;:-
79-
80-
81-
82-
83-

::-
86-
-

;;-
89-

;!-
92-
93-
94-
95-

;;-
98-

l:;-
1o1-
1o2-
1o3-
1o4-
1o5-
106-
1o7-
108-
1o9-
1lo -
111-
112-
113-
114-
115-
116-
117-
118-
119-
120-
121-
122-
123-
124-

16 CX 6,985
c DAVE H DOES NOT WANT 5.45” 17 CX 13.843
c DAVE H DOES NOT WANT 5.7n 18 CX 14.478
c DAVE H WILL SHRINKTHE OUTER BDY. 19 SO 1E4

17 13.97
18

$ CANNISTERINNER BDY. (5.5”)
:: 14.605 $ CANNISTEROUTER BDY. (5.75m)

19 so 300.
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

100 Pz .35
101 Pz -.35
102 PY .07
103 PY -.07
104 Px -14.99
105 Px -14.17
106 PX -13.35
107 PX -12.50
108 PX
109 Px
110 Px
111 Px
112 Px
113 Px
114 Px
115 Px
116 PX

-11.66
-10.82
-9.96
-8.36
-6.80
-5.39
-3.86
-2.41
0.48

117 Px 3.33
118 PX “6.20
119 Px 9.30
120 PX 14.78
121 PX -115.24

MODE P
c IMPORTANCES: IMPORTANCESWERE DETERMINEDBY DECREASINGTHE
c IMPORTANCEOF EACH CELL BY A FACTOROF TWO FOR EACH MFP FURTHER
c AWAY FORM THE SOURCEIT IS LOCATED.
IMP:P64 2 2 64 64 32 32 16

16884 42 20 1 24
8 16 321 510 1 24 8
16 32

SDEF POS= -115.240 0 ERG=D1
DIR=D2VEC=l O 0

S11 L 1.17251.33
SP1 D 1.0 1.0
c SOURCEBIASING:THE SOURCEWAS BIASEDTO LAUNCHTHE MMORITY
c OF ITS PARTICLEIN TWO HALF:CONESSUBTENDINGTHE TEFLON
c CYLINDERAND THE REFERENCE DETECTOR
S12 H -1 -0.9999-0.9 -0.8 .7 .8 .9 .9a 1
SP2 D o .0001 .0999.1 1.5 .1 .1 .08 .02
SB2 D O .01 .05 .2 1 5 20 50 100
c POINTDETECTORSWERE USED THEIRTALLIESWERE MULTIPLIEDBY AN
c FM CARD TO OBTAINDOSE.
F5:P -14.990 0 .1 -14.170 0 .1

-13.350 0 .1 -12.500 0 .1
-11.660 0 .1 -10.820 0 .1
-9.960 0 .1 -8.360 0 .1
-6.880 0 .1 -5.390 0 .1
-3.860 0 .1 -2.410 0 .1
0.48 0 0 .1 3.33 0 0 .1
6.20 0 0 .1 9.30 0 0 .1
14.78 0 0 .1

c F5:P -215.240 0 .1
c
c DAVE H HAS ALTEREDTHE TALLYMULTIPLIERFOR LIF
c INSTEADOF AIR ... FM5 0.0758721 -5 -6
c
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125-
126-
127-
128-
129-
130-
131-
132-
133-
134-
135-
136-
137-
138-
139-
140-
141-
142-
143-
144-
145-

FM5 5.20704E-5 4 -5 -6
c PHYS:PJ 1
PRDMP
c
c DAVE H HAS ~DE CARBONNATURALCARBON,AND HAS ADDED LIF
c FOR THE DETECTOR
c
Ml 6000 .333

9019 .667
M2 26000 1.0
M3 7014 -0.7818

8016,-0.2097
18000 -0.0073
12000 -0.0012

c LIF (NATURALLI)
M4 3006 .0375

3007 .4625
9019 .5

PRINT
NPS 1250000

Table A.8: (cent)
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tld cobalt benchmark problem1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-
7-
8-

l?-
11-
12-
13-

21-
22-
23-
24-
25-
26-
27-
28-
29-
30-
31-
32-

:;-
35-
36-
37-
38-
39-
40-
41-

::-
44-
45-
46-
47-
48-
49-
50-
51-
52-
53-

C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

this file uses mcnp to model the hupmobilethermo-
luminescentdosimeterradiationexperiment. this experi-
ment consistedof a point radiationsourceand a tefloncylin-
der 1 ft longwith 17 lif tlds imbeddedalong its axis at spec-
ified intervals. the point sourcewas located1 meter fromone
edge of the cylinderalong its axis.

the tefloncylinderhas steelwalls 1/4 inch thickand was
dividedinto cells that were disks along its axis and ringscon-
centricwith thesedisks. the cellswere 2.54 cm thickalong
the axis--thisis approximately1 mfp of gammas in teflon. a
ten-meterspherecenteredat the centerof the cvlinderformed
the boundaryof the problem.

.

this experimentwas conductedwith gamma point
different energies: C060 1.33 and 1.17 mev, CS137
412 kev, tm170 84 kev, am241 59.6 kev, and samarium
the energyused in each inputfilecan be found int

1 2 ‘7.874-14 12 -18
2 2 -7.874-13 15 16 -18
3 3 -0.00125-13 15 -16
4 1 ‘2.1 -12 120 -16
5 1 -2.1 -10 8 -16
6 1 -2.1 -8 119 -16
7 1 -2.1 -6 118 -16
8 1 -2.1 -4 117 -16
9 1 -2.1 -2 116 -16
10 1 -2.1 -1 115 -16
11 1 -2.1 -3 114 -16
12 1 -2.1 -5 113 -16
13 1 -2.1 -7 111 -i6
14 1 -2.1 -9 109 -16
16 0 19
17 1 -2.1 13 -9 16 -17
18 1 -2.1 9 -5 16 -17
19 1 -2.1 5 -1 16 -17
20 1 -2.1 1 -4 16 -17
21 1 -2.1 4 -8 16 -17
22 1 -2.1 8 -12 16 -17
23 3 -o.ooi25 12i--15” -19
24 3 -0.00125 15 18 -14 -19
25 3 -0.00125 14 -19
26 2 -7.87413 -9 i7 -18
27 2 -7.8749 -5 17 -18
28 2 -7.8745 -1 17 -18
29 2 -7.8741 -4 17 -18
30 2 -7.8744 -8 17 -18
31 2 -7.8748 -12 17 -18
32 1 -2.1 -120 10 -16
33 1 -2.1 -1196 -16
34 1 -2.1 -118 4 -16
35 1 -2.1 -117 2 -16
36 1 -2.1 -116 1 -16
37 1 -2.1 -115 3 -16
38 1 -2.1 -114 5 -16
39 1 -2.1 -113 112 -16
40 1 -2.1 -112 7 -16
41 1 -2.1 -111 110 -16
42 1 -2.1 -110 9 -16
43 1 -2.1 -109 108 -16
44 1 -2.1 -io8 107 -i6

sourcesof six
661 mev, au198
at 39.9 kev.
the sdef card.

●

Table A.9: Input file for Ben&mark Six: HupmobileSmK& teflon dose geometry.



61-
62-
63-
64-
65-
66-
67-
68-
69-
70-
71-
72-
73-
74-
-

;:-
77-

;:-
80-
81-
82-
83-
.

::-
86-
-

;:-
89-
-

;:-
92-
93-
94-
95-
96-
97-
98-
99-
1oo-
1o1-
102-
103-
104-
105-
106-
107-
108-
109-
110-
~~1.
112-
113-
114-
115-
116-
117-
118-
1)9-
120-
121-
J22-
123-
124-

45 1 -2.1 -107
46 1 -2.1 -11 :
47 1 -2.1 -106
48 1 -2.1 -105
49 1 -2.1 -104
50 3 -.00125-:

li -16
06 -16
105 -16
104 -16
13 -16
21 -19

1 px o
2 px 2.54
3 pX -2.54
4 pX 5.08
5 px -5.08
6 pX 7.62
7 pX -7.62
8 pX 10.16
9 px -10.16
10 pX 12.70
11 DX -12.70
12 ~X 15.24
13 px -15.24
14 pX 15.875
15 pX -16.193
16 CX 6.985

c
c dave h does not want 5.45’ . 17 CX 13.843
c dave h does not want 5.7 u 18 CX 14.478
c dave h will use a smaller bdy. : 19 so le4

17 Cx 13.97 $ cannlster inner bdy. (5.5”)
18 14.605
19 so 3:;.

$ cannisterouter bdy. (5.75”)

c
104 px -14.99
105 px -14.17
106 pX ‘13.35
107 PX -12.50
108 pX ‘11.66
log pX -10.82
110 pX -9.96
111 pX -8.36
112 px -6.88
113 px -5.39
114 pX -3.86
115 pX -2.41
116 pX 0.48
117 px 3.33
118 PX 6.20
119 px 9.30
120 pX 14.78
121 px -215.24
122 Cx 1

mode p
c importances:for the higher-energyphotoncases--co,CS, au--the
c importance of each cell was doubledfor everyrnfp--inteflon--fUr-
C ther away from the sourceit was located. for the lower-energypho-
C ton cases,importanceswere given to each cell to roughlyequalize--yo ,
c withinan order of magnitude--the particlepopulationof each cell as
c the problemwas run. this was done by trialand error. for each energy
c thereare two setsof importancesbecuseeach experimentwas run twice-
C once to determinethe dose receivedat the air detectorand once to ob-
C tain the doses receivedby the tlds imbeddedin the teflon. the ratios
c of the imbeddedtld doses to the air dose were then calculatedand com-
C pared to the cog results.
imp:p640 5 4 640 640 320 320

Table A.9: (cent)
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125-
126-
127-
128-
129-
130-
131-
132-
133-
134-
i~5-
136-
137-
138-
139-
140-
141-
142-
143-
144-
145-
146-
147-
148-
149-
150-
151-
152-
153-
154-
155-
156-
157-
158-
159-
160-
161-
162-
163-
164-
165-
166-
167-
168-
169-
i70-
171-
172-
173-
174-
175-
176-
177-
178-
179-
180-
181-
182-
183-
184-
185-
186-

c
sdef

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
si2
sp2
sb2
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

160 160 80 80 40 40 20
0 10 20 40 80 160 320
.125 .3 3 20 40 80 160
640 320 320 160 160 80
40 40 20 6r .10

10
320
80 40 40

imp:pOO 10 17rl 1 1 023rl
pos- -115.24 0 0 erg-.O399
dir=d2 vec-1 O 0

sil 1 1.17251.33
Spl dl.01.O
sourcebiasing:the sourcewas biasedto launchthe majority
of its particlein two half-conessubtendingthe teflon
cylinderand the referencedetector.
thereare also two sets of sourcebiases‘-onefor the aforementionedair de
tectorrun and one for the cylindertld run. thesebiaseswere foundby
trial and error to optimizethe problemrun.
h -1 -0.9999-0.9 -0.8 .7 .8 .9 .98 1
d O .0001 .0999 .1 1.5 .1 .1 .08 :02
d O .01 .05 .2 1 5 20 50 100
sb2 d O .005 .5 .1 .1 .005 .001le-4 le-5
pointdetectorswere used and theirtallieswere multipliedby
an fm card to obtaindose for C060,CS137,au198,and tm-170.
surfacedetectorswith an alteredproblemcell geometrywere used
for am241 and samariumbecausetheseare highlyscatteringproblems.
dave h will use a LiF detectorat teflondensities

fm2
fm2 2.03455e64 -5 -6

.0975066
f2:p 104 105 106 107 1;8 l~; 11;6111

112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120
c f2:p 121
fs2 -122
fq2 f s

dave h will try a ring detector

fsx:p -14.992.54 .1 -14.172.54 .1 -13.352.54 .1
-12.502.54 .1 -11.662.54 .1 -10.822.54 .1
-9.9602.54 .1 -8.3602.54 .1 -6.8802.54 .1
-5.3902.54 .1 -3.8602.54 .1 -2.4102.54 .1
0.480 2.54 .1 3.3302.54 .1 6.200 2.54 .1
9.300 2.54 .1 14.7802.54 .1

fm5 .0975066 4 -5 -6
c
c phys:pj 1
prdmp
c dave h will use naturalcarbon,and LiF for detectors

ml 6000 .333
9019 .667

m2 26000 1.0
m3 7014 -0.7818

8016 -0.2097
18000 -0.0073
12000 -0.0012

c material4 is used only for the surfacetallies--thesurface
c tallieswere specifiedto be made of lithiumfluoride.
c naturalLiF ●

m4 3006 .0375
3007 .4625
9019 .5

print
nps 1250000

Table A.9: (cent)
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